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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Bayesian Quadrature with Prior Information: Modeling and Policies
by
Henry Rui Chai
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
Washington University in St. Louis, August 2021
Research Advisor: Dr. Roman Garnett
Quadrature is the problem of estimating intractable integrals. Such integrals regularly arise in
engineering and the natural sciences, especially when Bayesian methods are applied; examples
include model evidences, normalizing constants and marginal distributions. This dissertation
explores Bayesian quadrature, a probabilistic, model-based quadrature method. Specifically,
we study different ways in which Bayesian quadrature can be adapted to account for different
kinds of prior information one may have about the task. We demonstrate that by taking into
account prior knowledge, Bayesian quadrature can outperform commonly used numerical
methods that are agnostic to prior knowledge, such as Monte Carlo based integration. We
focus on two types of information that are (a) frequently available when faced with an
intractable integral and (b) can be (approximately) incorporated into Bayesian quadrature:
• Natural bounds on the possible values that the integrand can take, e.g., when the
integrand is a probability density function, it must nonnegative everywhere.
xii
• Knowledge about how the integral estimate will be used, i.e., for settings where
quadrature is a subroutine, different downstream inference tasks can result in
different priorities or desiderata for the estimate.
These types of prior information are used to inform two aspects of the Bayesian quadrature
inference routine:
• Modeling: how the belief on the integrand can be tailored to account for the
additional information.
• Policies: where the integrand will be observed given a constrained budget of
observations.
This second aspect of Bayesian quadrature, policies for deciding where to observe the integrand,
can be framed as an experimental design problem, where an agent must choose locations
to evaluate a function of interest so as to maximize some notion of value. We will study
the broader area of sequential experimental design, applying ideas from Bayesian decision
theory to develop an efficient and nonmyopic policy for general sequential experimental
design problems. We consider other sequential experimental design tasks such as Bayesian
optimization and active search; in the latter, we focus on facilitating human–computer
partnerships with the goal of aiding human agents engaged in data foraging through the use
of active search based suggestions and an interactive visual interface. Finally, this dissertation
will return to Bayesian quadrature and discuss the batch setting for experimental design,




Consider a scientist who, having gathered some observations of a phenomenon, must determine
which of a finite set of candidate parametrized models best explains the data. The Bayesian
approach to solving this problem requires computing model evidences, which are integrals
of model likelihoods (how likely is the data under the model given some setting of the
parameters) against model priors (how likely is that set of model parameters a priori). For
most realistic models, these integrals will be intractable: they do not admit a closed form
solution or are computationally expensive to compute. Such integrals frequently arise when
applying Bayesian machine learning techniques; other notable instances include computing
normalizing constants and marginal distributions.
Traditionally, these intractable integrals are generally approximated using numerical methods,
many of which are Monte Carlo based. For the most part, these methods perform quite
well when data is readily available, i.e., when many samples of the integrand can be drawn
at little to no cost, thus explaining their continued popularity. However, there exist many
important quadrature tasks where evaluating the integrand is costly, either in time or physical
resources. Monte Carlo based methods are poorly suited for these settings as they suffer from
low sample efficiency. Furthermore, these methods do not make use of important information
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embedded in the integrand samples, namely the location of the samples; some have even gone
so far as to call Monte Carlo “fundamentally unsound” for this reason [93].
This dissertation explores an alternative to Monte Carlo known as Bayesian quadrature
[29, 75, 94, 105], a model-based quadrature method with good theoretical convergence rates
[2, 13, 63] and strong empirical performance in a variety of contexts [43, 80, 97, 100]. In
particular, we will focus on how the prototypical Bayesian quadrature routine can be adapted
in a multitude of ways to make use of information that Monte Carlo based methods ignore.
This advantage generalizes to the following guiding principle that underlies the methods and
ideas discussed in this dissertation:
When data is scarce or expensive, all available information about the inference task
should be used.
Specifically, we begin with a broad methodology for inference about constrained functions.
In many relevant inference tasks, the function of interest will be naturally bounded, e.g.,
when the integrand of some intractable integral is a likelihood function as described above, it
must be the case that it is nonnegative everywhere. Chapter 3 presents a general framework
for (approximately) incorporating information about bounds on a function then realizes this
framework for Bayesian quadrature of nonnegative integrands.
Another kind of relevant prior information that is frequently available when faced with an
intractable integral is knowledge about how the integral estimate will be used. In certain
settings where quadrature is a subroutine, different downstream inference tasks can result in
different priorities or desiderata for the estimate. Chapter 4 discusses how Bayesian quadrature
can be adapted for the setting described above: Bayesian model selection. While Chapter
3 focuses on the model of the integrand, Chapter 4 considers how prior information should
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affect the experimental design aspect of Bayesian quadrature; that is, given a constrained
budget of observations, where should one observe the integrand?
Chapter 5 expands upon this formulation of Bayesian quadrature as a sequential experimental
design task. We first present a general policy for sequential experimental design problems
that takes into account the remaining budget of observations while still being computationally
tractable. By being conscious of how many observations are left to be made, this policy can
make more intelligent decisions than alternatives that greedily or myopically optimize some
budget-agnostic objective. Notably, this budget-awareness is achieved without any recursion
or simulation, unlike other nonmyopic policies, which become prohibitively expensive to
compute when the remaining budget is large. This general policy is then applied to both
Bayesian quadrature and Bayesian optimization, two relevant and fundamentally different
experimental design tasks.
Chapter 6 considers a third sequential experimental design task known as active search, where
the goal is to uncover members of a rare class of interest. However, instead of focusing on
policies for active search, we instead consider how active search algorithms can be used to
aid humans engaged in the data discovery process. The key contribution of this chapter
is an interactive visualization augmented with active search suggestions, forming a human–
computer partnership that enhances the human user’s ability to quickly and efficiently identify
valuable data points from a larger data set.
Finally, we present an exploration of a few miscellaneous topics in Chapter 7. We briefly
consider two methods for the batch formulation of Bayesian quadrature as experimental
design, where multiple observations of the integrand are made simultaneously: the first is
based on a connection between Gaussian processes and determinantal point processes while
the second is inspired by the use of expectation propagation to approximately truncate
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Gaussian distributions. Lastly, given the candidate’s interest pedagogy, Section 7.3 describes
a study conducted in a graduate-level computer science course comparing different modalities
of peer feedback on project presentations, including some preliminary results.
1.1 Declaration of Previous Publications
All of the work presented in this dissertation is the result of collaboration with other
researchers, most of which has been published at peer-reviewed conferences. Below, we will
detail the original work in this dissertation, with references to those previous publications,
and describe the contributions of each author.
Chapter 2: Background
This chapter reviews the fundamental mathematical concepts which the rest of this dissertation
builds upon; the presentation is largely the candidate’s own although the notation is partially
inspired by
Rasmussen, C.E. and Williams, C.K.I, Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning. The
mit Press, 2006.
and
Garnett, R., Bayesian Optimization. In preparation, 2021.
Chapter 3: Bayesian Quadrature for Constrained Integrands
The work in this chapter appears in
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Chai, H. and Garnett, R., Improving Quadrature for Constrained Integrands. In
Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics
(aistats), 2019.
Garnett proposed the idea of moment matching the log transformation for Bayesian quadrature;
the log transformation was previously proposed by Osborne et al. [96]. Chai computed the
moments for both the log and probit transformations and had the idea to perform regression
experiments on machine learning hyperparameter optimization benchmarks. Chai also
conducted the experiments and analyzed the results.
Chapter 4: Bayesian Quadrature for Model Selection
The work in this chapter appears in
Chai, H., Ton, J.F., Osborne, M.A. and Garnett, R., Automated Model Selection with
Bayesian Quadrature. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Machine
Learning (icml), 2019.
The initial idea was independently conceived by two groups, Garnett & Chai and Osborne
& Ton. When the groups discovered that they were working on similar ideas in parallel, a
collaboration was formed. Chai developed the acquisition function that targets the vector of
posterior model probabilities while Ton developed the acquisition function that targets the
indicator variable of whether or not one model posterior is larger than another. Chai and
Ton collectively conducted the experiments.
Chapter 5: Efficient and Nonmyopic Bayesian Quadrature
The work in this chapter appears in
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Jiang, S., Chai, H., Gonzalez, J. and Garnett, R., binoculars for Efficient, Nonmyopic
Sequential Experimental Design. In Proceedings of the International Conference on
Machine Learning (icml), 2020.
The primary idea in this work was proposed by Jiang and Garnett. Jiang derived the
mathematical justification that the proposed policy maximizes a lower bound the true
expected utility and implemented binoculars for Bayesian optimization. Garnett proposed
applying binoculars to Bayesian quadrature, and Chai implemented it. Jiang conducted
the Bayesian optimization experiments, with which Gonzalez helped by implementing the
glasses baseline, while Chai conducted the experiments for Bayesian quadrature. Jiang and
Chai collectively analyzed the results.
Chapter 6: Assisted Data Discovery in Interactive Visualizations via Active
Search
The work in this chapter appears in
Monadjemi, S., Nguyen, Q., Chai, H., Garnett, R. and Ottley, A., Active Visual Analytics:
Assisted Data Discovery in Interactive Visualizations via Active Search. In Submission
to ieee vis, 2021.
The original idea behind this work was proposed by Monadjemi, Garnett and Ottley. Monad-
jemi and Chai developed the probabilistic model for predicting the relevance of microblogs
and assessed the model’s quality on the vast dataset. Nguyen implemented the active search
algorithms for this setting and conducted the proof of concept experiments. Monadjemi
built the ActiveVA interactive visualization, established the protocol for and oversaw the
crowd-sourced user study of ActiveVA and analyzed the results.
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Chapter 7: Other Investigations
The work in this chapter has yet to be published although the candidate does intend to
submit the pedagogical work described in Section 7.3 to The acm Technical Symposium on
Computer Science Education (sigcse), 2022. The batch Bayesian quadrature method using
determinantal point processes was motivated by binoculars. Both the batch Bayesian
quadrature method using expectation propagation and the pedagogical investigation were




This chapter establishes some relevant mathematical background, necessary for understanding
the remainder of this dissertation. Specifically, we will begin with an introduction to the
Bayesian approach to model selection. Then we will briefly cover Gaussian processes and
Bayesian quadrature. This chapter concludes with a presentation of sequential experimental
design and Bayesian decision theory.
2.1 Bayesian Model Selection
For the purposes of this dissertation, a model will be defined as a parametric family of
probability distributions that can be used to explain some observed dataset, D. Given a finite
set of candidate models {M1, . . . ,Mk}, theM-closed view of model selection assumes that
one of these candidate models is the true, data-generating model. The Bayesian approach
to inference in this setting is to reason about the conditional or posterior distribution over
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models via Bayes’ theorem:
Pr(Mi | D) =
Pr(D | Mi) Pr(Mi)
Pr(D) =
Pr(D | Mi) Pr(Mi)∑k
j=1 Pr(D | Mj) Pr(Mj)
(2.1)
where Pr(Mi | D) is the posterior probability of modelMi, Pr(D | Mi) is the model evidence
of modelMi and Pr(Mi) is the prior probability of modelMi. The computation of model
evidences requires integrating out the model parameters that control the likelihood of a given
model generating the observed data:
Pr(D | Mi) =
∫
Pr(D | Mi, θi) Pr(θi) dθi (2.2)
where θi is the vector of model parameters corresponding to modelMi, Pr(D | Mi, θi) is
the likelihood of D underMi parameterized by θi, and Pr(θi) is the prior probability of the
model parameters θi.
Given posterior model probabilities, one common practice is to findM∗ = arg maxMi Pr(Mi |
D) and then treatM∗ as the true, data-generating model for subsequent inference tasks. We
will refer to this variant of model selection as model choice. An alternative to model choice
is model averaging : instead of just using the most likely candidate model, model averaging
takes a fully Bayesian viewpoint by using the posterior model probabilities to marginalize
out the choice of model for subsequent inference tasks.
Unfortunately, for many real-world applications of model selection, the model evidences are
intractable integrals and must therefore be approximated. Section 2.3 below describes one
way of estimating these intractable integrals known as Bayesian quadrature. However, before
discussing Bayesian quadrature, we must first introduce Gaussian processes.
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2.2 Gaussian Processes
Given some function of interest f : X → R, one approach to performing inference about f is
to place a Gaussian process (gp) belief on f . A Gaussian process is a powerful, Bayesian
nonparametric model that allows for the incorporation of a variety of prior information.
Intuitively, a gp can be thought of as an extension of a multivariate Gaussian distribution to
a real-valued function space.
Much like how a multivariate Gaussian distribution is fully specified by a mean vector and a
covariance matrix, a gp is fully specified by a mean function, which describes the belief’s
central tendency, and a covariance function, which describes how different function values
relate to one another under the belief. Commonly-used mean functions include µ(x) = 0 and
µ(x) = C for some constant, C. An example of a covariance function is the popular squared
exponential function:









where d is the dimensionality of the inputs x and x′ i.e., x = [x1, · · · , xd].
In general, both the mean and covariance functions may be parametrized by a set of hyperpa-
rameters, e.g., for the squared exponential kernel in Equation (2.3), the hyperparameters are
the output scale, σ, and the length scales for each dimension, `i. Let θ denote the vector of
all model hyperparameters; we will discuss different ways of handling these hyperparameters
shortly. Notationally, we will indicate a gp belief on a function f by writing
p(f) = GP(µ,Σ;θ) (2.4)
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Formally, a gp defines a probability distribution over functions that map X to R such that
the distribution of any finite set of function values is a multivariate Gaussian:









for all sets of points X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, where µ : X → R, Σ: X ×X → R; µ(X;θ) is a vector
of length n and Σ(X,X;θ) is an n-by-n Gram matrix.
2.2.1 Closure Under Conditioning
Many properties of multivariate Gaussian distributions naturally extend to Gaussian processes.
One such property that is relevant to general inference tasks is closure under conditioning:
for a multivariate Gaussian distribution, given the value of some subset of the elements, the
distribution of the remaining elements conditioned on this information is still a multivariate
Gaussian.
For a gp, given observations of the underlying function f , a gp prior on f can be conditioned
on those observations to arrive at a posterior belief that is still a gp. Specifically, if
D = {X, f(X)} = {(x1, f(x1)), . . . , (xn, f(xn))} and p(f) = GP(µ,Σ;θ), then the posterior
belief about f given D is p(f | D) = GP(µD,ΣD;θ) where





′;θ) = Σ(x,x′;θ)− Σ(x,X;θ)Σ(X,X;θ)−1Σ(X,x′;θ). (2.7)
Note that Equations (2.6) and (2.7) assume a noiseless observation model; while gps (and
by extension, most of the ideas in this dissertation) can be extended to account for noisy
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observations under certain noise models, unless otherwise noted this disseration will assume
noiseless observations throughout for the sake of simplicity.
2.2.2 Treatment of Hyperparameters
Thus far, we have only considered gps with fixed or given hyperparameters. However, these
hyperparameters are generally not known a priori. There are two commonly-used methods
for setting gp hyperparameters. A “fully Bayesian” treatment of the hyperparameters entails
specifying a “hyperprior” over the hyperparameters, p(θ), and then marginalizing out the
hyperparameters when making predictions:
p(f(x) | x,D) =
∫
p(f(x) | x,D,θ)p(D | θ)p(θ) dθ∫
p(D | θ)p(θ) dθ (2.8)
Unfortunately, the integrals in Equation (2.8) are generally intractable; indeed, this is a
potential application for Bayesian quadrature, which we will discuss in the next section.
Another approach for dealing with these intractable integrals is to make simplifying assump-
tions about the hyperpriors. Specifically, if the hyperprior for each hyperparameter is a
Dirac delta distribution, then the integrals in Equation (2.8) become analytic. Given a mean
function, µ, and a covariance function, Σ, the fixed value for each hyperparameter can be
“learned” by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood of the data, D:
θ∗ = arg max log p(D | θ)












where we have defined Σθ := Σ(X,X;θ) and µθ := µ(X;θ) for notational brevity and n is
the number of observations in D. This optimization can be performed using an off-the-shelf
gradient based optimizer as the log-likelihood is differentiable w.r.t. each hyperparameter for
almost all commonly-used mean and covariance functions. Setting the hyperparameters in
this way is known as type II maximum likelihood estimation (ml-II), where the II refers to
the fact that the optimization occurs w.r.t. the model hyperparameters as opposed to the
model parameters.
Intuitively, this approach implicitly assumes that the likelihood is very peaked, with a
single mode at θ∗, a reasonable assumption when n is large. This method for setting gp
hyperparameters enjoys a great deal of empirical success and is relatively straightforward to
implement, making it commonly-used in practice.
There exists a broad body of knowledge regarding gps, of which this section has barely
scratched the surface; a detailed review of gps can be found in Rasmussen and Williams
[106].
2.3 Bayesian Quadrature





where f : X → R is some function of interest and p is a probability distribution over the
input space, Bayesian quadrature (bq) operates by placing a gp belief on f and then exploits
another convenient property of gps: closure under linear functionals, which states that given
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a gp belief on a function, any linear functional of that function will be normally distributed.
A functional maps a function to a scalar and a functional L is linear if
L[af + bg] = aL[f ] + bL[g] (2.11)
for all functions f and g and constants a and b.
For any linear functional L













p(x) dx = a
∫
A




Therefore, a gp belief on a function induces a Gaussian belief about any integral of that
function:
p(f) = GP(µ,Σ;θ)









this is the key insight underlying bq. Note that the variance of the belief on the integral can
be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty about the integral’s value (in expectation).
Figure 2.1 depicts an example instance of gp inference and bq: the goal is to estimate Z,
the integral of the target function (the red, dashed line) over the plotted domain; this can be
thought of as integrating against a uniform prior up to normalization. Figure 2.1(a) shows
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a gp prior with a constant mean and a squared exponential covariance function; the blue
shaded region indicates a two standard deviation confidence interval. After observing the
integrand at three locations, the gp prior is conditioned on those observations to arrive at a
posterior belief, as shown in Figure 2.1(b); this belief is still a gp that only has support over
functions which align with the observations. The gp beliefs in Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) both
induce Gaussian beliefs about the value of the integral, which are shown in Figure 2.1(c); the
posterior belief gives better pointwise and probabilistic estimates of the integral than the
prior belief.
Figure 2.1(b) implies an interesting question: if given the ability to choose one more location
at which to observe the integrand, what location ought to be selected? This question falls
into the domain of sequential experimental design, which we discuss below.
2.4 Sequential Experimental Design
In a general sequential experimental design (sed) task, an agent maintains a dataset, D,
of observations from some function f : X → Y, where X is the design space and Y is the
output space. The agent iteratively adds observations to D by choosing some location x ∈ X ,
observing y = f(x) and augmenting the dataset, D = {D ∪ (x, y)}, until some termination
criterion has been met, e.g., a finite budget of observations has been expended. The goal of
sed is to maximize the value of the dataset at termination as defined by some utility function
u(D). In subsequent chapters, we will formulate various problems as sed, including Bayesian













(c) Posterior belief on the integral
Figure 2.1: An example quadrature task.
A fundamental issue that arises when solving general sed problems is addressing the
exploration–exploitation tradeoff: when deciding what location to observe next, often one
must choose between exploring locations where there is high uncertainty about the value
of f , which could lead to higher future utility, or exploiting the current knowledge about f
and observing locations with a high immediate utility. Next, we will introduce the Bayesian
optimal policy for sed as defined by Bayesian decision theory.
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2.4.1 The Bayesian Optimal Policy
Consider a general sed problem with a fixed budget, T , and suppose we have an initial
(potentially empty) dataset, D0. To apply Bayesian decision theory to decide what location
to observe next, we first assume there exists a probabilistic model of f that defines a posterior
distribution p(y | x,D) ∀ x ∈ X . Define u(y | x,D) = u
(
D ∪ (x, y)
)
− u(D) as the marginal
gain in utility after observing (x, y) when D has already been observed.
Let Qk(x | D) be the expected utility of observing location x after observing D when there
are k steps remaining, assuming all subsequent decisions are optimal. Qk(x | D) can be
expressed in the form of a Bellman equation as follows:






x′ | D ∪ {(x, y)}
)]
, (2.15)
where the expectations are taken with respect to p(y | x,D). The optimal (expected-case)
policy is to observe
x∗ = argmax
x
QT−i(x | Di), (2.16)
where Di is the dataset at iteration i.





, where S = {D | D ⊆ X × Y}, and in many settings X and/or S are
uncountable. Thus, we must find some tractable approximation to proceed. A common
solution is to limit the horizon to some manageable value `, e.g., ` = 1 or 2. This is called
`-step lookahead, and is computationally efficient but myopic as it severely limits our view
of the future: it does not plan ahead and can thus make suboptimal tradeoffs between
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exploration and exploitation. In Chapter 5, we will introduce an alternative approximation
that is both efficient and nonmyopic.
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Chapter 3
Bayesian Quadrature for Constrained
Integrands
Many of the intractable integrals that have been introduced in this dissertation thus far share
a common trait: the integrand is known a priori to be nonnegative, as it is the product
of probability densities. Consider, for example, model evidences, a key component of the




f(D | θ) p(θ) dθ (3.1)
where θ is a vector of model parameters, f(D | θ) is a likelihood, and p(θ) is a prior.
Numerous commonly-used techniques to approximate such integrals rely on Monte Carlo
estimators [84, 90, 117]. These methods are agnostic to prior information about the integrand,
such as nonnegativity, and also converge slowly in terms of the number of required samples,
rendering them ill-suited for settings where the integrand is expensive to evaluate. By contrast,
bq can be readily adapted to take advantage of this kind of prior information. Previous work
from Gunter et al. [51] and Osborne et al. [96] have improved the speed and accuracy of
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classical bq methods for estimating integrals of nonnegative functions by reasoning about
the square root and the log of the integrand, respectively, instead of the integrand itself;
“undoing” these transformations softly incorporates the nonnegativity constraint. These
suitably modified bq routines have been shown to outperform Monte Carlo methods and
bound-agnostic bq at estimating integrals of nonnegative functions.
The primary contribution described in this chapter is to define a Bayesian framework for a
wide variety of inference tasks, including quadrature, involving a broader class of constrained
functions. We provide complete details of this framework for two important classes of
constrained functions: nonnegative functions and functions bounded on an interval. Common
examples of such functions that arise in machine learning include likelihoods and classification
(e.g., validation) errors.
We then apply this framework to quadrature, where we address some shortcomings of previous
work. Specifically, the approach detailed in this chapter can make effective use of a log
transform to efficiently estimate integrals involving extreme dynamic range. This is in
contrast to the methods in [51], which cannot handle such dynamic range, and [96], which
relies on a series of abstruse and inefficient approximations. Finally, we develop a novel
training procedure where hyperparameters are fit by maximizing the marginal likelihood of
true observations of the integrand. All previous related work instead fit hyperparameters by
maximizing the marginal likelihood of transformed observations. We demonstrate this can
lead to undesirable behavior and that our procedure yields a better-behaved model, even if
simply adopted into previous procedures such as [51]. We conduct experiments with real-world
data showing that our proposed framework and novel hyperparameter optimization method
outperforms previous bq algorithms.
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3.1 A Framework for Inference on Constrained Functions
We propose a framework for inferring linear functionals of functions with constraints on their
range. Let f : X → Y ⊂ R be a function of interest with range constrained to a subset Y of
the real line; for example, a strictly positive function would have Y = (0,∞), and a function
bounded on an interval would have Y = (a, b). Let Z = L[f ] be a linear functional of f we
wish to infer.
1. Determine an invertible warping ξ which maps R onto Y, the domain of f . Define




and place a gp prior on g,
p(g) = GP(µ,Σ).
2. Observe g at locations chosen by an appropriate sampling policy, yielding data D =
{X, g(X)}.
3. Derive a posterior belief on the transformed function, p(g | D) = GP(µD,ΣD).
4. Calculate the posterior mean mD and covariance KD functions of the induced posterior
belief on f . If needed, these can be approximated as polynomials in the posterior
moments of g (see Subsection 3.1.3). Approximate the belief on f by a moment-matched
gp: p(f | D) ≈ GP(mD, KD).
5. Derive a posterior belief about Z using Equation (2.12), the closure of gps under linear
functionals.
In short, we maintain a gp belief on a warped version of f that removes the constraint. We
then approximate a gp belief on f given data via moment matching, after which we can
easily reason about linear functionals. Particular instances of this framework have previously
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appeared in the literature; for example, wsabi (specifically the –m variant [51]) implements
this framework using the square root transform to reason about integrals of nonnegative
functions. However, this chapter discusses the framework in greater generality and provides
practical advice.
The above framework is agnostic to several design choices. First, it does not specify the
warping function ξ in step 1. wsabi, for example, relies intimately on the square root map.
This induces nonnegativity, but we will demonstrate that it does not yield useful models for
functions with high dynamic range. We will provide details to work with a wide range of
warping functions, including polynomials, log transformations, and sigmoidal transformations
such as the probit. Further, this framework does not specify how exactly the posterior belief
in the transformed space p(g | D) is derived in step 3, in particular how any associated
hyperparameters are fit. We will discuss this issue in detail and provide a novel approach.
Finally, this framework makes no assumptions about the mechanism for choosing observation
locations x in step 2. These could be sampled proportional to some distribution, à la Monte
Carlo, or chosen via information-theoretic principles or some other scheme. If no warping
function is used, as in Bayesian Monte Carlo (bmc), then the optimal set of locations in
terms of minimizing the posterior variance/entropy of our belief about Z can be precomputed,
as the posterior covariance of a gp does not depend on the observed values [86]. However,
in the scheme outlined above, the approximate posterior covariance of f , KD, does depend
on the observed values, as it a function of the mean belief in the transformed space, µD.
Thus, to make use of policies that maximize information gain in this setting, observation
locations must be selected sequentially. In wsabi, samples are chosen by greedily maximizing
information gain about the integrand, selecting each point to maximize the posterior variance:
x∗ = arg maxxKD(x,x). Osborne et al. [96] chose samples so as to maximize the expected
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Table 3.1: Induced moments of f = ξ(g) for various transformations ξ, if p(g) = GP(µ,Σ).
We provide the raw second moment C(x,x′) in this table; the covariance function can be
computed by K(x,x′) = C(x,x′) −m(x)m(x′). Some entries for the second raw moment
refer to values of the first moment for that transform.









ξ(f) = α + f 2 [51] α + µ(x)2 + Σ(x,x) 2Σ(x,x′)2 + 4µ(x) Σ(x,x′)µ(x′)
+m(x)m(x′)
ξ(f) = any polynomial in f polynomial in µ and Σ polynomial in µ and Σ





















Σ(x,x) + 1 Σ(x,x′)
Σ(x′,x) Σ(x′,x′) + 1
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information gain about an integral Z directly. Both are compatible with our proposed
framework.
3.1.1 Transform Selection and Moment Matching
We briefly pause to discuss the moment matching in step 4 of the framework above. Several
useful general-purpose transformations admit closed-form expressions for the posterior mean
and covariance on f given a gp belief about g = ξ−1(f), p(g) = GP(µ,Σ). We provide a
summary for several notable examples in Table 3.1; a detailed derivation of these moments
can be found in Appendix A.
For a strictly positive function taking values on Y = (0,∞), one could use the square root
transform ξ−1 =
√
f or the log transform ξ−1 = log f . Choosing an appropriate transform
for a given scenario will require consideration of the data. For example, when the data has
extreme dynamic range, as is often the case for likelihood surfaces, a log transformation may
be desired. Figure 3.1 shows an example log-likelihood surface for a real-wold astronomical
model; note that computing a model evidence requires integrating the likelihood surface, not
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Figure 3.1: The log-likelihood surface for a real-world astronomical dataset corresponding to
an astronomical model described further in Subsection 3.2.2. The dynamic range is massive,
on the order of exp(27 135) 1010 000.
the log-likelihood. The dynamic range of the likelihood is on the rough order of 1010 000, and
no off-the-shelf gp could reasonably model this function. The square root of the likelihood,
as would be used in wsabi, reduces the dynamic range to an equally unmanageable 105000.
The log transformation, however, produces a well-behaved surface that could be reasonably
modeled with a standard gp.
To model a bounded function taking values on the interval (0, 1), one could use a probit
transform ξ = Φ(f). The covariance requires the bivariate Gaussian cdf, which can be
estimated efficiently with high precision [42]. By shifting and scaling appropriately, we can
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model a function taking values on any interval of the form (a, b). For an arbitrary polynomial
warping ξ = anfn + an−1fn−1 · · ·+ a0, an extension of Isserlis’ theorem guarantees that the
moments of f will be polynomials in µ and Σ (of degree n for the mean and 2n for the
covariance), and a simple algorithm can generate these moments on demand [135].
We present a brief demonstration of fitting the bounded function f(x) = 0.95 exp(−2x2)
(scaled to avoid the value of exactly 1 at 0) using a log and probit transformation in Figure 3.2.
The model fit to the data directly and unaware of the transformation produces considerable
predictive mass on invalid values. The exact posteriors for the log and probit transformations
both absolutely respect their respective constraints. The moment-matched gps are excellent
approximations.
3.1.2 Hyperparameter Optimization
When gps are used for inference, an important consideration is how to set the associated
hyperparameters. One commonly used method is to optimize the marginal likelihood of the
observed data using gradient based methods as described in Subsection 2.2.2. The motivation
for fitting hyperparameters by maximizing the marginal likelihood is to explain the observed
data as well as possible. However, when performing inference using the above framework, the
goal is not to have the best possible explanation of the transformed data, but rather to have
an accurate belief about the original, untransformed data. Previous related approaches (e.g.,
[51, 96]) have ignored this fact and fit the hyperparameters of the warped gp in the warped
























−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Figure 3.2: A demonstration of fitting a simple function f(x) = 0.95 exp(−2x2) on the interval
[−3, 3] using a log and probit transformation in our framework. Each column shares an x
axis and each row shares a y axis.
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We propose setting hyperparameters by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the untrans-
formed data using the (approximate) posterior belief on f ; we will refer to optimizing the
hyperparameters in this manner as “fitting in f -space” as opposed to “fitting in g-space.”




(where dependence on hyperparameters θ has been written














The exact relationship between θ and the mean/covariance of f depends on the transformation
ξ. For many natural choices, the partial derivatives ∂m/∂µ, ∂m/∂Σ, ∂K/∂µ and ∂K/∂Σ will be
available. Thus, we can evaluate the gradient of f w.r.t. to θ and use the same gradient
based methods used to fit hyperparameters in g-space to fit hyperparameters in f -space;
for the transformations found in Table 3.1, the relevant partial derivatives can be found in
Appendix A.
Figure 3.3 shows the impact of fitting the hyperparameters in f -space as opposed to fitting in
g-space, again using the toy function f(x) = 0.95 exp(−2x2). The hyperparameters learned
in f -space result in a model that fits the f -space data well but do a poor job explaining the
data in g-space; the learned mean is much higher than the mean of the transformed data
and the learned output scale is very small, leading to unreasonably little uncertainty in the
model. However, these learned hyperparameters make sense in the context of the f -space
data, where most of the observations are effectively zero and the maximum observed value is
slightly less than one. Conversely, the hyperparameters learned in g-space fit the g-space data
very cleanly, with a well-scaled uncertainty. However, this translates to a poorly-behaved
model in f -space; the region from [−2,−0] has what appears to be a very reasonable variance
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in g-space, but this corresponds to a massive variance in f -space that strongly defies the
nonnegativity constraint.
We offer two practical notes about fitting in f -space in the case of a log transform learned
through experiments. First, we suggest shifting the g-space data so that the maximum
observed value is exactly zero, as this places the observations into a regime where the inverse
transformation is well-behaved. We are free to make such a shift as doing so simply scales the
f -space data by a constant. Second, initializing the hyperparameter optimization procedure
must be done carefully when fitting in f -space. If one is using a constant mean, we recommend
avoiding naïvely initializing the prior mean to be the mean of the transformed data. Instead,
we initialized the mean to one of −1, −2, −5, and −10 and initialized the output scale of
the covariance function to the mean initialization divided by −2. We believe this set of
initializations to be sufficient after shifting the data because the relevant portions of the
f -space data should be well-described by a hyperparameter setting reachable from these
initializations. Lower means may result in undesirable behavior, as the corresponding output
scales would need to be large to explain the shifted observation at zero.
3.1.3 Approximating the Posterior on Z
For some combinations of linear functionals and warping functions, the posterior belief on Z
(see Equation (2.12)), may be intractable, i.e., either L[m] or L2[K] cannot be expressed in
closed form. This is the case for quadrature with the log transformation and most common
choices of covariance function, including the Matérn and squared exponential kernels, as the












(a) p(f), fit in f -space (b) p(f), fit in g-space










(c) p(g), fit in f -space (d) p(g), fit in g-space
Figure 3.3: Fitting in f -space vs. fitting in g-space. We model the function f(x) =
0.95 exp(−2x2) on the interval [−5, 5], conditioning on 15 observations at locations sampled
uniformly at random. We place a gp prior on g = log f with constant mean and Matérn
covariance with ν = 3/2. This model has three hyperparameters: a mean, an output scale,
and a length scale. These were fit in f -space ((a) and (c)) and g-space ((b) and (d)). This
figure shares a legend with Figure 3.2.
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Various approximation techniques can be used to estimate these intractable quantities.
Osborne et al. [96] use bq itself, a somewhat unsatisfying approach as it leads to infinite
regress. Briol et al. [13] provide a theoretical justification for the use of Monte Carlo
based methods when estimating intractable posterior means. We propose an alternative
approximation scheme that makes use of a Taylor series expansion to approximate the f -space
moments m(x) and K(x,x′). The exact nature of the Taylor series will depend on the warping
function ξ; for ξ = exp f , the following approximations follow from the expressions in Table
3.1:




/2 + . . . (3.3)
K(x,x′) ≈ 1 + Σ(x,x′) + 1/2Σ(x,x′)2
+ Σ(x,x′)
(
µ(x′) + 1/2Σ(x′,x′) + µ(x) + 1/2Σ(x,x)
)
+ . . . (3.4)
Given these approximations, the posterior mean and variance for quadrature are tractable for
certain covariance functions, including the squared exponential kernel [54]. Indeed, for reason-
ably well-behaved warpings ξ, the associated approximations will be polynomial functions of
µ and Σ, and thus tractable for integrating against standard covariance functions. This last
result follows directly from Isserlis’ theorem. Unfortunately, computing this approximation is
expensive for higher-order terms: computing the dth order term in either Taylor series after
making n function evaluations takes Θ(n2d) time.
However, empirical results show that for the log transform employed here, even first-order
approximations perform well due to our hyperparameter treatment (see Subsection 3.2.3).
Shifting the data appropriately places the data in the range (−∞, 0), where the inverse (exp)
transformation is roughly linear.
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3.2 Empirical Results
We perform experiments in a variety of settings to evaluate this framework for inference
and demonstrate the importance of various components. We begin by exploring the effect
of fitting in f -space using different transformations on a simple regression task. Then we
apply our framework to quadrature of nonnegative integrands using a moment-matched log
transformation (mmalt). We compare these results against wsabi and bmc as well as Monte
Carlo methods. If not otherwise specified, all gp priors were chosen to have constant mean
and Matérn covariance with ν = 3/2, all sample locations were selected iteratively using
uncertainty sampling in f -space [51], all hyperparameters were fit in f -space when applicable,
and all intractable integrals were estimated using quasi-Monte Carlo [16].
3.2.1 Hyperparameter Tuning
To assess the impact of modeling constrained functions using transformations, we consider
three regression tasks using the standard benchmarks of the hpolib package [31]: online lda,
svm, and logistic regression (lr). For each benchmark, Eggensperger et al. [31] provide a
list of hyperparameter settings for the eponymous machine learning algorithm along with
the associated observations of some relevant, machine learning quantity: for the online lda
benchmark, the observed values are per-word perplexities (which are nonnegative), whereas
for the svm and lr benchmarks the observed values are prediction error rates (which are
bounded between 0 and 1). The online lda, svm, and lr datasets contain 289, 1400, and
9680 observations, respectively.
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Table 3.2: Regression experiment results.
dataset transform rmse mll
lda
none 153 −1.0× 1010
square root (g-space) 142 −2.1× 106
square root (f -space) 142 −6.1× 105
log (g-space) 134 −4.1× 106
log (f -space) 133 −4.8× 105
svm
none 0.015 2.83
probit (g-space) 0.015 2.82
probit (f -space) 0.015 2.91
lr
none 0.036 1.98
probit (g-space) 0.036 2.06
probit (f -space) 0.035 2.07
im
none 0.281 −0.110
probit (g-space) 0.266 −0.324
probit (f -space) 0.256 0.319
For each benchmark, we ran the following experiment 100 times: we randomly select some
percentage of the dataset to be a training set (20% for online lda, 5% for the other two)
and designate the remaining observations to be a test set. We fit a moment-matched gp to
the training set using both the log and square root transformations for online lda and a
probit transformation for both svm and lr. We compare our framework against a standard,
constraint-unaware gp and a moment-matched gp where the hyperparameters were fit in
g-space as opposed to in f -space. We consider two metrics: the root mean squared error








The results are shown in Table 3.2. We can extract a few trends. Using a transformation that
respects the a priori knowledge about the target function leads to an improvement in accuracy;
for the online lda benchmark, the difference between the rmse of the constraint-agnostic gp
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and the rmses of all methods using a transformation is significant at the 1% significance level
according to a one-sided paired t-test. In general, our proposed hyperparameter optimization
methodology does not lead to a significant difference in the rmse. All methods tend to learn
similar predictive means in f -space for these datasets, which do not reflect extreme behavior.
The impact of our proposed methodology can be seen in the mean predictive log likelihoods,
however. In terms of this metric, fitting in f -space is preferable to fitting in g-space for both
transforms as it leads to better-scaled uncertainties.
The gains of fitting in f -space are reduced when using the probit transformation on these
particular benchmarks because the dynamic range is not very large: observations of the per-
word perplexity in the lda benchmark range from roughly 1000 to 5000, whereas observations
of the error rates for the svm and lr benchmarks only range from 0.24 to 0.50 and from 0.07
to 0.91, respectively. Although the range of observations for the lr benchmark may seem
large, this translates to observations between −1.5 and 1.5 in the transformed space.
To showcase the power of the probit transformation with more extreme data, we ran the
following in-model (im) experiment 100 times. We randomly sampled a draw from a two-
dimensional gp prior, which we then pushed through the inverse-probit transformation to
generate a function bounded between 0 and 1. The output scale and length scales of the gp
were set such that samples range roughly from −5 to 5 over the domain. We then sampled
200 points from the draw, fit a moment-matched gp using the probit transform (in both
f -space and g-space) to 20% of the points, and predicted the values of the remaining 80%.
The results are shown in Table 3.2. All differences in performance are significant at the 1%
significance level according to one-sided paired t-tests. As the results indicate, in this setting,
it becomes important to fit hyperparameters in f -space rather than in g-space to achieve
reasonably scaled uncertainties.
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3.2.2 Detecting DLAs via Model Selection
We consider a real-world quadrature application of our framework, a model selection problem
from astrophysics. We wish to infer whether a damped Lyman-α absorber (dla) exists along
the line of sight between a quasar and earth given spectrographic observations. dlas are large
gaseous clouds containing neutral hydrogen at high densities. Their location and size can be
inferred from observations of quasar spectra as they cause distinctive dips in the observed flux
at well-defined wavelengths. The distribution of dlas throughout the universe is important
as it provides insight into models of galaxy formation. Garnett et al. [40] developed a model
that specifies the likelihood that a given emission spectrum contains a putative dla. The
model is parameterized by two physical features of a candidate dla: its column density,
which roughly corresponds to its size, and its redshift, which roughly corresponds to its
distance from earth. Garnett et al. [40] also specified a data-driven prior distribution over
these two parameters, which must be integrated against to calculate the model evidence and
derive a posterior distribution of dla presence. The model evidence of this dla model is an
(intractable) integral of the likelihood over the domain of these two model parameters. Here
we will consider computing the model evidence of 2000 spectra gathered from phase iii of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (sdss–iii) [32]. For a complete description of the problem, data,
and model, see [40].
A sample log-likelihood surface for this model corresponding to a particular quasar spectrum
is shown in Figure 3.1. These functions are highly multimodal and have a massive dynamic
range. These features make computing the model evidence a difficult task for alternative
methods such as bmc and wsabi. One convenient feature of this experimental setting is that
the dimensionality of the intractable integral can be scaled up to any even number simply
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(a) 2d model evidence















(b) 6d model evidence
Figure 3.4: The median absolute predictive error of each method’s estimate of the log model
evidence over time in the dla experiments.
by calculating the model evidence for the existence of n dlas, resulting in a 2n-dimensional
integral [40].
We conducted an experiment comparing the accuracy of bq methods for estimating model
evidence in this setting, including bmc, wsabi, and mmalt. We considered the latter two
fitting both in f -space and in g-space. We also compared with sequential Monte Carlo (smc)
and quasi-Monte Carlo (qmc) estimation. We estimate model evidences for a single dla and
three dlas in 2000 quasar spectra, entailing two- and six-dimensional integrals, respectively.
Each method was allotted 5 seconds of wall-clock time for estimating the two-dimensional
integrals and 60 seconds for the six-dimensional integrals. Monte Carlo methods drew or
constructed samples from the prior specified by Garnett et al. [40].
Figure 3.4 shows the median absolute error over time of each method, using exhaustive qmc
sampling as ground truth. mmalt outperforms all other methods except qmc; note that
qmc is not necessarily well-suited for model selection when it is not possible to construct an
appropriate low-discrepancy sequence, but we use it to provide a gold-standard baseline. The
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Table 3.3: Mean log p(Z∗ | D) at termination.
transform 2d 6d
none (bmc) −0.79 1.93
square root (wsabi) (g-space) 3.67 3.40
square root (wsabi) (f -space) 3.89 3.43
log (mmalt) (g-space) −266 −505
log (mmalt) (f -space) 10.3 7.57
Table 3.4: Mean mll at termination.
transform 2d 6d
none (bmc) −1.66 0.33
square root (wsabi) (g-space) 1.51 1.26
square root (wsabi) (f -space) 1.59 1.51
log (mmalt) (g-space) −3.87 −7.28
log (mmalt) (f -space) 1.68 1.65
difference in absolute errors at termination between mmalt and the other bq methods is
significant for the six-dimensional integrals at a 1% significance level according to one-sided
paired t-tests.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the results of additional experiments performed in this setting that
demonstrate the importance of our proposed hyperparameter optimization methodology.
Table 3.3 compares the log-likelihood of the true value of the integral Z∗ under each Bayesian
method’s posterior belief upon termination in these experiments while Table 3.4 compares the
mll (see Subsection 3.2.1). Here the mll is computed by averaging over the log predictive
probabilities of the qmc samples used to estimate the model evidence.
mmalt where the hyperparameters are fit in f -space outperforms all alternatives on both
metrics in both the two-dimensional and six-dimensional experiments; the differences in Table
3.3 are significant at a 1% significance level according to one-sided paired t-tests. mmalt
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where the hyperparameters are fit in g-space significantly underperforms the other Bayesian
algorithms. The relatively poor performance of fitting in g-space on these metrics is largely
due to the high dynamic range of the likelihood surfaces, which forces the output scales
learned by fitting in g-space to be high. This in turn causes both the pointwise distributions
and the distribution on the value of the integral to have large variances (relative to their
means), making the likelihood everywhere low, much like the situation depicted in Figure 3.3.
The difference between wsabi where the hyperparameters are fit in f -space and wsabi
where the hyperparameters are fit in g-space on both metrics is relatively small. This is a
consequence of the square root transformation, which barely affects the extreme dynamic
range of this data. The likelihood is so extremely small everywhere (on the order of 10−10 000)
that there is practically no difference between the true values and their square root. Thus,
the settings of the hyperparameters arrived at under the two methodologies are very similar;
importantly, they have similar output scales, thus explaining their similar uncertainties about
both f and Z∗. However, for mmalt, where the transformation does result in a drastic
change in the dynamic range of the observations, fitting in f -space is crucial as it ensures
that all the benefits of making this more useful transformation can be reaped. Nonetheless,
fitting hyperparameters in f -space in general will not decrease performance and can result in
significant gains.
3.2.3 Taylor Series Accuracy
We also analyzed the ability of a Taylor series to approximate the intractable posterior
mean that arises in mmalt for quadrature. Table 3.5 shows the accuracy of different Taylor
series approximations when compared with an exhaustive qmc approximation. Using both a
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Table 3.5: Median fractional errors of Taylor series approximations.
first-order second-order
dimension se Matérn se Matérn
2 1.6× 10−2 3.6× 10−3 4.4× 10−2 1.5× 10−2
6 1.5× 10−3 1.7× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 1.4× 10−3
squared exponential kernel with automatic relevance determination and a factorized Matérn
kernel with ν = 3/2, we ran mmalt for 100 iterations to estimate 2000 two-dimensional dla
model evidences and for 200 iterations to estimate 500 six-dimensional model evidences.
We estimated the posterior mean of mmalt’s belief of the model evidence using first- and
second-order Taylor series expansions and measured the fractional error of our resulting
estimate.
The Taylor series estimates approximate the qmc estimate well, particularly when using the
factorized Matérn kernel. Note that the fractional errors for the six-dimensional integrals are
lower across the board than the two-dimensional fractional errors, indicating that the Taylor
series approximations are relatively closer in value to the qmc estimates of the posterior means
for these integrals. We hypothesize this to be a result of dimensionality: the samples cover a
smaller percentage of the total volume, and the unsampled regions under the posterior belief
are well represented by a low-order approximation. Furthermore, observe that a first-order
approximation appears to be sufficient for estimating this quantity to high accuracy, despite
the fact that the posterior mean is of the highly nonlinear form exp f . This is a convenient
byproduct of subtracting the maximum observed value from all observations, which was done
to reduce numerical instability. Doing so loosely bounds the posterior mean below zero, a
region where the warping function is well-behaved.
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3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a general Bayesian framework for performing inference
about affine transformations of constrained functions. We developed a novel procedure for
optimizing the hyperparameters associated with this framework whereby the hyperparameters
are set to maximize the marginal likelihood of the true data as opposed to the transformed
data. Although maximizing the marginal likelihood of the transformed data may seem
intuitive, the empirical results in this chapter show that doing so can lead to undesirable
behavior, particularly if the target function has a wide dynamic range. We applied the
framework to perform regression on bounded functions and both regression and quadrature on
nonnegative functions. This novel bq algorithm outperforms previously proposed algorithms
on synthetic and real-world data, both in terms of accuracy and speed of convergence.
In the next chapter, we will to expand upon step 2 of this framework and explore bespoke
sampling mechanisms tailored towards the inference task at hand, specifically model selection.
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Chapter 4
Bayesian Quadrature for Model Selection
Model selection is a fundamental problem that arises in the course of scientific inquiry: which
of several candidate models best explains an observed dataset D? Unfortunately, as we
have already seen, for many real-world model selection tasks, the associated integrals are
computationally intractable and must be estimated numerically. Numerous commonly-used
techniques to estimate such integrals rely on Monte Carlo estimators [53, 85]. In the previous
chapter, we argued that these methods are suboptimal as they ignore relevant information
about the integrand, such as nonnegativity.
In this chapter, we will address another shortcoming of Monte Carlo based quadrature
methods: they converge slowly in terms of the number of required integrand samples as they
do not incorporate knowledge about sample locations. This makes such methods ill-suited
for settings where the integrand is expensive to evaluate, as is frequently the case in model
selection tasks.
There has been significant work investigating how traditional, Monte Carlo based methods
can be adapted to efficiently estimate posterior model probabilities for model selection
[17, 45, 49, 84, 90, 117]. This chapter details a principled adaptation of bq designed to
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automate model selection. Specifically, we will introduce an acquisition function for active
selection of locations to observe model likelihoods. This acquisition function corresponds
to the mutual information between observations of the model likelihood and a quantity
specifically relevant to the task of model selection: the posterior model probabilities. This
allows our method to automatically select informative sample locations across multiple model
parameter spaces unlike previous active bq approaches to model selection [19, 51, 96], which
focused on accurately estimating individual model evidences. This chapter will first illustrate
the shortcomings of such approaches using a toy motivating example. Then we will present
empirical results on real-world and synthetic data to demonstrate that this modified bq
routine can outperform existing bq techniques and specialized Monte Carlo methods in terms
of efficiently reaching accurate estimates of posterior model probabilities.
4.1 Motivation
Consider the task of selecting between two models,M1 andM2, given data D. Suppose that
bq is used to estimate the model evidences for both models. After some number of iterations
of bq, the posterior beliefs (implicitly conditioned on bq evaluations) on the model evidences
are plotted on the same axis; as an example, see Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 depicts a situation where there is high uncertainty about both model evidences;
however, the uncertainty in the posterior model probabilities is low. In particular, for this
toy example, Pr(M1 | D) is almost certainly close to one, while Pr(M2 | D) is almost
certainly close to zero. This example illustrates the fact that it is not necessary to have
low-entropy estimates of model evidences to have low-entropy estimates of posterior model
probabilities and thus, methods that aim to achieve accurate estimates of model evidences
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may be inefficiently sampling observations when the goal to is to achieve accurate estimates










Figure 4.1: A toy example of the posteriors for two model evidences; observe that both
posterior beliefs are Gaussian, a direct result of the closure of gps under linear functionals
(see Section 2.3).
4.2 Related Work
Much work has been devoted to developing Monte Carlo methods specifically designed for
model selection. Broadly speaking, these methods can be broken down into two groups:
within-model approaches, such as annealed importance sampling (ais) [90], nested sampling
[117], and bridge sampling [6, 84], and trans-dimensional approaches such as Green [49]’s
reversible jump mcmc and Godsill [45]’s composite model space framework, a generalization
of the product-space approach proposed by Carlin and Chib [17]. Within-model approaches
estimate each model’s model evidence separately whereas trans-dimensional approaches
directly estimate posterior model probabilities.
In our experiments we compare our method against one prominent Monte Carlo method
from each category: bridge sampling (within-model) and reversible jump mcmc (trans-
dimensional). All commonly used Monte Carlo methods for model selection have pros and
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cons, and their performance on specific tasks can be greatly affected by open-ended modeling
choices such as the choice of intermediate densities for ais or the choice of pseudo-priors
for the composite model space framework of Godsill [45]. It is beyond the scope of this
dissertation to comprehensively analyze all widely used Monte Carlo model selection methods;
however, we believe the chosen benchmarks to be reasonable and competitive. In particular,
the design choices associated with bridge sampling are easily justified and give rise to greater
transparency in our experimental design as opposed to many possible alternatives.
Among the commonly used trans-dimensional methods, the original product space approach
of Carlin and Chib [17] made use of a Gibbs sampler, which requires conjugate conditional
likelihoods that do not exist in many model selection settings. Godsill [45] showed that
replacing the Gibbs sampler in their composite space model with a Metropolis–Hastings
proposal mechanism gives rise to Green’s (1995) reversible jump mcmc. Godsill [45] also
claimed that the use of such a Metropolis–Hastings proposal mechanism is preferable to the
use of a Gibbs sampler in nested model settings, that is, settings where there is an overlap in
model parameter spaces. As our real-world experimental setting is a model selection task
between nested models, the choice to compare against reversible jump mcmc is well-justified.
As detailed in the previous chapter, much work has been done on adapting bq to situations
like model selection where the integrand of an intractable integral is known to be nonnegative
a priori [19, 51, 96]. These methods generally make use of warped gps [118] to weakly enforce
the nonnegativity constraint and have been shown to outperform bq algorithms that are
agnostic to a priori information on a variety of model selection tasks. However, we will show
that the methodology described below can lead to even greater improvements. Furthermore,
this methodology is compatible with the use of warped gps; indeed, this methodology can
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be seen as an instantiation of the framework laid out in Section 3.1 with a novel acquisition
function.
As a final note, the focus of this chapter is the traditional Bayesian approach to model
selection, which involves the computation of model posteriors. We acknowledge the existence
of several alternative approaches to Bayesian model selection [7, 126, 133]. An extension of
the method detailed in this chapter to these alternatives is a potential line of future inquiry.
4.3 Methods
We will now describe an adaptation of the standard bq algorithm to the task of model
selection. The principal novelty of this adaptation is in selecting where to observe the
likelihood functions of the models involved. Rather than selecting locations with the goal of
achieving accurate estimates of the model evidences, as previous work has considered at length
[51, 96], this method seeks to achieve accurate estimates of posterior model probabilities, a
more essential quantity to model selection. This method makes use of the mutual information
between model likelihood observations and posterior model probabilities, allowing them to
choose informative sample locations across multiple model parameter spaces simultaneously.
Suppose that we have observed some dataset D and have k candidate models, {M1, . . . ,Mk},
to explain D. Again, we will adopt theM-closed view of model selection as described in
Section 2.1. Let `i(θi) = p(D | θi,Mi) be the likelihood for Mi. We assume that these





`i(θi) πi(θi) dθi (4.1)
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is normally distributed as p(ai) = N (ai;mi, Ki), where mi and Ki are given by Equation





We consider the mutual information between an observation of a model likelihood, `i(θi),
and the vector of model posteriors, z = [z1, · · · , zk]. The mutual information between two
random variables is a measure of how much information observing the value of one provides
about the other. Formally, given two random variables X and Y , the mutual information of
X and Y is
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X | Y ), (4.3)
where H(X) is the entropy of X, and H(X | Y ) is the conditional entropy of X given Y . If




p(x) log p(x) (4.4)




p(x) log p(x) dx. (4.5)
The conditional entropy H(X | Y ) is defined to be the expected (differential) entropy of the
posterior distribution p(X | Y ), where the expectation is taken with respect to Y . Therefore
the mutual information can be interpreted as the expected information gained about X (that
is, the expected reduction in entropy) when measuring Y .
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Returning to the topic of model selection, the mutual information between `i(θi) and





















Interestingly, the conditional random variable `i(θi) | z is also a univariate Gaussian. To see
this, consider the joint density between `i(θi) and b−i = [b1, · · · , bi−1, bi+1, · · · , bk] where




z̄j = zj − 1 , [k] = {1, · · · , k} .
As all ai are independent and Gaussian, b−i follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We
will denote the mean of bj by βj , the variance of bj by sj,j and the covariance between bj and
bj′ by sj,j′ where












sj,j′ = z̄jzj′Kj + zj z̄j′Kj′ + zjzj′
∑
j′′∈[k] , j′′ 6=j,j′
Kj′′ . (4.10)












a result that follows from our assumption that all gp priors are mutually independent and
the fact that gps are closed under integration.
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Lastly, we note that observing z is equivalent to observing that b−i = 0; in essence, this
follows because an observation of z collapses the joint Gaussian distribution between all
model evidences down to a hyperplane, where each point with support under the conditional
belief satisfies the invariant that bj = z̄jaj + zj
∑
j′∈[k] ,j′ 6=j aj′ = 0 ∀ j ∈ [k]. Thus, we can
conclude that `i(θi) | z and `i(θi) | b−i = 0 have the same distribution. Using the fact
that Gaussians are closed under conditioning, it follows that `i(θi) | z is a Gaussian random
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To design our next observation, we choose to evaluate the likelihood at the point maximizing
the expected information gain about z, where we maximize over the parameter spaces of all
models. Formally, we choose to observe the likelihood `i∗(θ∗i∗) where











Unfortunately, the integral in Equation (4.13) is intractable. Luckily, it can be accurately
and efficiently estimated using standard numerical techniques. Specifically, we can generate
samples of z by drawing from the posterior distribution over a = [a1, · · · , ak] using Equation
(4.2). Also note that this estimation is only performed as a means of selecting likelihood
observation locations; the effect of inaccuracies in this estimate on the estimated model
evidences will be negligible.
As a final note, observe that it is imperative to omit an element from the vector b−i as
specifying k− 1 of the k model posteriors fully determines the last one: the covariance matrix
of the full random vector b = [b1, · · · , bk] is singular, making the square matrix in Equation
(4.12) non-invertible. The choice to omit bi is largely arbitrary, although it does simplify the
notation slightly.
4.4 Empirical Results
We perform experiments on synthetic and real-world data in which we compare the method
described above against round-robin bq, where likelihood evaluations are evenly distributed
between all model parameter spaces, and two Monte Carlo based benchmarks: bridge sampling
[84] and reversible jump mcmc [49]. Our implementation of bridge sampling follows the one
described by Gronau et al. [50]: specifically, we use the optimal bridge function defined by
Meng and Wong [84] and a Gaussian proposal distribution with moments fit to samples from
the true posterior distribution (as suggested by Overstall and Forster [99]). Our choice of
diffeomorphism for reversible jump mcmc varies by experimental setting and is described
in the relevant sections below. For all bq methods, constant-mean gp priors with Matérn
covariance functions (ν = 3/2) were placed on the log of the model likelihoods and all gp
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hyperparameters were fit in accordance with the framework defined in Section 3.1. Our
implementation of round-robin bq uses uncertainty sampling to select locations to observe
log-likelihoods, as proposed by Gunter et al. [51].
4.4.1 Synthetic Experiments
For our synthetic experiments, we consider a model selection task between two zero-mean
gp models: one chosen to have a squared exponential covariance and one chosen to have
a Matérn covariance with ν = 5/2. The observed dataset D consists of 5d observations
from a d-dimensional, zero-mean gp with a squared exponential covariance. Each model is
parameterized by the d length scales of their respective covariance functions (for the sake of
simplicity, all other gp hyperparameters were set to be the same as the true, data-generating
gp’s). In this setting, prior knowledge of the experimental setting suggests that the two
likelihood functions are similar. Thus, an appropriate choice of diffeomorphism is the identity
function and the corresponding Jacobian is always 1. The intractable integrals associated
with our proposed method are estimated using 10 000 simple Monte Carlo (smc) samples,
i.e., samples drawn from the probability distribution being integrated against.
We allot a budget of 50d total likelihood evaluations and initialize each bq based method
with 5d randomly sampled likelihood observations from both model parameter spaces. We
run experiments with d ranging from 1 to 4 and for each value of d, we consider 100 different,
randomly sampled observed datasets. All methods are evaluated on the fractional error of
their z1 estimates with ground truth values being determined by exhaustive smc.
As Figure 4.2 shows, this method outperforms all benchmarks compared against. Furthermore,
the difference in performance between this method and both round-robin bq and bridge
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(c) d = 3 (d) d = 4
Figure 4.2: Fractional errors of z1 for all tested methods as a function of the total number of
model likelihood observations.
sampling is significant at the 1% significance level across all dimensions according to one-sided
paired t-tests; the difference between this method and reversible jump mcmc is significant at
the 1% significance level for d = 1, 2, and 3.
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4.4.2 Real-World Experiments
The real-world application is the model selection problem described in Subsection 3.2.2:
inferring the existence of damped Lyman-α absorbers (dlas) between a quasar and earth.
We again adopt the model developed by Garnett et al. [40], which specifies the likelihood
that a quasar emission spectrum contains one or more dlas. Their likelihood model for n
dlas is parameterized by 2n parameters, two for each putative dla: one that corresponds to
its size and one that corresponds to its distance from earth. Garnett et al. [40] also specified
a data-driven prior over these parameters; computing the model evidence for any number of
dlas requires integrating the likelihood against this prior, an intractable integral.
For both of the experiments below, the diffeomorphism associated with our implementation of
reversible jump mcmc is again the identity function and the corresponding Jacobian factor is
1. The intractable integrals associated with the method described above are estimated using
quasi-Monte Carlo [16]. We evaluated all methods on the absolute error of their estimates of
the log Bayes factor: logBij = log zi − log zj [59, 64], another potential quantity of interest
in model selection tasks. We consider the absolute error instead of the fractional error as the
target quantity is a log value. We make use of Bartolucci et al. [4]’s work to translate the
output Markov chain into a log odds estimate.
Two Models
For the first experiment on this dataset, we consider two candidate models for each quasar
emission spectrum: the first corresponding to a single dla and the second corresponding
to two dlas. In this experimental setting, we use the data-driven prior of Garnett et al.
[40] as the proposal distribution for the two additional parameters when transitioning from
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the single dla model to the two dla model. We select 20 spectra from phase iii of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (sdss–iii) [32] where the model posteriors for the above models are
known a priori to be between 0.4 and 0.6; this choice makes the model selection task difficult
in some sense. We allot a budget of 150 total likelihood evaluations and initialize each bq
based method with 25 randomly sampled likelihood observations from both model parameter
spaces. We repeat the experiment 5 times for each spectra, using a different initialization for
each trial.























Figure 4.3: Absolute errors of log odds for all tested methods as a function of the total
number of model likelihood observations. This figure shares a legend with Figure 4.2.
As Figure 4.3 shows, the method described in this chapter outperforms all benchmarks
compared against. The difference in performance between this method and both Monte Carlo
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based benchmarks is significant at the 1% significance level according to one-sided paired
t-tests.
Three Models
To demonstrate the ability of this method to generalize to greater than two models, we ran
an additional experiment on this dataset where we consider three candidate models for a
quasar emission spectrum known to contain three dlas: in addition to the two models from
the previous section, we consider a third model that corresponds to the presence of three
dlas. We again use the data-driven prior of Garnett et al. [40] as the proposal distribution
for the two additional parameters when transitioning from the two dla model to the three
dla model. We allot a budget of 180 total likelihood evaluations and initialize each bq based
method with 25 randomly sampled likelihood observations from each model parameter spaces.
We repeat the experiment 10 times, using a different initialization for each trial.










































Figure 4.4: Absolute errors of log odds againstM3 for all tested methods as a function of the
total number of model likelihood observations. This figure shares a legend with Figure 4.2.
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As Figure 4.4 shows, this method once again outperforms all benchmarks compared against.
The difference in performance between this method and both Monte Carlo based benchmarks
is significant at the 5% significance level according to one-sided paired t-tests.
4.4.3 Model Choice Experiments
In situations where one is performing model choice as opposed to model averaging, the
quantity of interest is not the model posterior probabilities but rather the model with the
highest posterior probability, a related but different object. We considered an alternative
acquisition function that targets this quantity, which we briefly present here. Given two
candidate models M1 and M2, the goal in model choice is to determine the value of the
indicator random variable [z1 > z2], where we have adopted the Iverson bracket notation.
Therefore, instead of considering the mutual information between `i(θi) and z, one could
conceivably consider the mutual information between `i(θi) and [z1 > z2] directly. Formally,
this quantity can be expressed as
I
(








[z1 > z2] | `i(θi)
)
. (4.16)
Much like the previously described acquisition function, this alternative acquisition function
searches over both models’ parameter spaces for the next evaluation location:




[z1 > z2]; `i(θi)
)
, (4.17)




does not involve either `1(θ1) or `2(θ2), it
can be safely ignored when searching for this maximum. Unfortunately, the second term in
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Equation (4.16) is intractable, much like the integral in Equation (4.13). However, writing
H
(















we may recognize the expression as a one-dimensional integral that can also be estimated
numerically.






















(a) Fractional errors of z1



















(b) Fraction of “correct” trials
Figure 4.5: Additional empirical results that include the alternative method tailored specif-
ically for the task of model choice. Figure 4.5(a) shows the fractional error of each tested
method’s estimate of z1 while Figure 4.5(b) shows the fraction of “correct” trials or trials
where the model with the higher ground truth posterior probability would have been selected.
Refer to Figure 4.2 for the omitted legend entries.
Despite the arguably more rational choice to target [z1 > z2] instead of z, this approach
did not perform well empirically. Figure 4.5(a) shows the performance of this method in
the 2-dimensional synthetic experimental setting described above; this alternative method’s
relative performance continues to drop off as the number of dimensions increases. We also
considered a different performance metric: the fraction of trials where the model with the
higher ground truth posterior probability is correctly identified. It is reasonable to expect an
acquisition function that targets [z1 > z2] to outperform the acquisition function that targets
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z when considering this metric. The results for the two-dimensional synthetic experimental
setting are shown in Figure 4.5(b).
We attribute the poor performance of this alternative acquisition function to the fact that
the implied alternative objective of this acquisition function, the entropy of [z1 > z2], is less
reliable than the entropy of z and thus, this alternative method has a tendency to become
overly confident too quickly. If at any point one of the models achieves a much higher
posterior model probability, then this alternative method samples the model likelihoods at
functionally uninformative locations until the budget of evaluations has been expended. This
is because from the perspective of this alternative method, the objective has already been
optimized: Pr(z1 > z2) will either be very close to zero or very close to one with very little
uncertainty. In future work, we hope to improve the performance of this alternative method,
potentially by targeting the random variable z1 − z2 instead of [z1 > z2] as we hypothesize
that incorporating the magnitude of the difference will encourage continued exploration of
the model parameter spaces.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a bq based method for automated model selection. This
method makes use of a novel acquisition function that targets the entropy of the posterior
model probabilities, quantities specifically relevant to the task of model selection. This
allows the method to actively sample locations across multiple model parameter spaces
simultaneously. Experiments conducted on real-world and synthetic data show that this
method can outperform both previously published bq approaches for model selection as well
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as Monte Carlo based model selection techniques in terms of achieving accurate posterior
model probability estimates.
However, the acquisition function presented in this chapter can suffer from myopia in that it
greedily maximizes the objective, without any consideration for how the current choice might
affect future observations. In the next chapter, we will present a budget-aware acquisition
function for general sequential experimental design problems, one that is both nonmyopic
and efficient to compute.
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Chapter 5
Efficient and Nonmyopic Bayesian
Quadrature
Up to this point, we have focused on bq and explored various adaptions to the standard bq
routine that can allow for the incorporation of different kinds of prior information. In this
chapter, we first broaden our focus to general sequential experimental design (sed) tasks and
then narrow back in on two relevant applications, Bayesian optimization (bo) [73, 87, 115]
and bq.
Many real-world problems can be framed as finite-horizon sed, wherein an agent adaptively
designs a prespecified number of experiments seeking to maximize some data-dependent
utility function. The optimal policy for sed can be formulated as dynamic programming (dp),
which balances the inherent tradeoff between exploitation (immediately advancing the goal)
and exploration (learning for the future). However, this optimal policy is intractable even for
simple problems [103]. Common approximation schemes include rollout, Monte Carlo tree
search [8, 103], or simply artificially limiting the horizon, known as a myopic approximation.
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In this chapter, we present an efficient and nonmyopic method for sed, called binocu-
lars: batch-informed nonmyopic choices, using long-horizons for adaptive, rapid sed.
binoculars is inspired by the fact that the optimal batch (or non-adaptive) design is an
approximation to the optimal sequential (or adaptive) design. In fact, the optimal adaptive
and non-adaptive designs are exactly the same in some notable cases where the data utility
does not depend on the observed outcomes, such as maximizing information gain for a fixed
gp [70]. Even when this is not the case, we will show that the optimal batch expected utility
is a lower bound of the optimal sequential expected utility. Furthermore, it is always as
tight as the one-step optimal policy’s implied expected utility. Motivated by this insight,
binoculars iteratively computes an optimal batch of designs, then chooses one point from
this batch. While many existing methods construct batch policies by simulating a sequential
policy [28, 44, 61], binoculars goes the other way and “reduces” sequential design to batch
design.
binoculars is motivated by policy design for batch experimental design, a related area of
research wherein an agent must commit to a set or batch of locations to query each iteration
(as opposed to just a single query) and observes all the outcomes simultaneously. This area is
of growing importance as technological advancements allow for increased parallelization in a
wide variety of tasks. While the batch setting is not the focus of this chapter, binoculars
is motivated by the surprising insight that the sequential problem in some sense “reduces” to
the batch problem. We can thus make use of recent advances in batch policies to address the
computational challenges associated with sed problems.
binoculars is a general framework applicable to any sed problem. We realize this framework
on two important yet fundamentally different sed tasks: bo and bq. In bo, an agent
repeatedly queries an expensive function seeking its global optimum, whereas in bq the goal
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is to estimate an intractable integral of the function. For both problems, many popular
policies are myopic: examples include expected improvement (ei) for bo [87] and uncertainty
sampling (unct) for bq [51]. These are all one-step optimal for maximizing particular
utility functions in expectation. While they are computationally efficient and give reasonable
empirical results, they are liable to suffer from myopia and over-exploitation. Nonmyopic
alternatives have recently been applied to bo [47, 74, 143]: while results are promising, these
are typically costly to compute. By contrast, the empirical results in Section 5.6 show that
binoculars is competitive with (if not better than) other nonmyopic alternatives while
being much more efficient and significantly outperforms myopic baselines.
5.1 binoculars
We first illustrate the intuition behind binoculars and provide some explicit mathematical
justification. We then realize binoculars for two specific sed scenarios: bo and bq.
5.1.1 Intuition
Consider the bo example in Figure 5.1, where the goal is to maximize a one-dimensional
objective function over an interval, conditioned on initial observations at the boundary.
Suppose we have two more function evaluations left. The myopic ei policy would greedily
pick the middle point first, followed by a point bisecting the left half of the domain. The
resulting choices completely ignore the right half of the domain, which is where the maximum
happens to lie.
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Now consider the following alternative for designing the observations: we first construct
the optimal batch of size two (2-ei). These points can be determined relatively efficiently
as recursion is not required and reflect a better approximation of the remainder of the
optimization than just looking one step ahead. We then pick a point from this batch (how the
point is selected will be addressed later) and use ei to choose the final point given the result.
This policy results in well-distributed queries and better performance. We can compare these
decisions with the optimal (but expensive) policy maximizing the full lookahead expected
utility (2-step-ei in Figure 5.1(d)): the choices made by binoculars are nearly perfect.
5.1.2 Nonmyopic Approximation via the Optimal Non-Adaptive
Policy
Consider a general sed task as detailed in Section 2.4. Suppose T experiments X =
{x1, . . . ,xT} must be designed simultaneously given current observations D. The expected
marginal utility of the resulting observations is
Q(X | D) = EY [u(Y | X,D)], (5.1)
where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of Y = {y1, . . . , yT}, p(Y | X,D).
Let xj be an arbitrary point in the batch X and let X−j = X \ {xj}. Through the use of a
telescoping sum trick, Q(X | D) can be decomposed as follows:








































(a) initial state (d) ei, 2-ei and 2-step-ei
(b) ei iteration 1 (e) 2-ei iteration 1
(c) ei iteration 2 (e) 2-ei iteration 2
Figure 5.1: An illustration of our proposed nonmyopic method applied to bo. (a) A function
in [−1, 1] drawn from a gp where the two end points are known to be zero. (b) and (c) show
two iterations of bo with the ei acquisition function. (d) ei, 2-ei and 2-step-ei curves with
their respective maximizers. (e) and (f) show two iterations of bo where the first point is
chosen from the two points maximizing 2-ei, and the second one is chosen by maximizing ei
(conditioned on the observation in iteration one).
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Note that the set in the first term of Equation (5.2) can be written as
D ∪ {(X, Y )} =
(
D ∪ {(xj, yj)}
)
∪ {(X−j, Y−j)}. (5.3)
Plugging this substitution in gives





























Finally, the expectation w.r.t. p(Y | X,D) can be rewritten as nested expectations w.r.t.
p(yj | xj,D) and p(Y−j | X−j,D ∪ {(xj, yj)}):






















X−j | D ∪ {(xj, yj)}
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. (5.5)













X−j | D ∪ {(x∗j , y∗j )}
)]
, (5.6)
as otherwise we could construct a batch with higher utility than Q(X∗ | D). Therefore,
given that the expected reward of the entire batch can be decomposed using Equation
(5.5), choosing any experiment x∗ ∈ X∗ is equivalent to solving the following optimization:
x∗ ∈ arg maxxB(x | D) where










Comparing Equations (5.7) and the optimal policy expressed as a Bellman equation, Equation
(2.15), we see two differences:
1. the expectation and maximization are exchanged in the future utility term and
2. the adaptive utility is replaced by a non-adaptive counterpart.























x′ | D ∪ {(x, y)}
)]
. (5.8)
This is illustrated in Figure 5.1(d): 2-step-ei corresponds to Equation (2.15) and 2-ei to
Equation (5.7). Note that while the one-step optimal (myopic) policy also optimizes a lower
bound of the true expected utility, the lower bound in Equation (5.7) is always at least as
tight as the lower bound optimized by the myopic policy. An interesting open question is the
tightness of this bound, closely related to the so-called adaptivity gap [61, 70].
The similarity between these formulations provides mathematical justification for using
Equation (5.7) to approximate the optimal policy. Note that Equation (5.7) is exactly equal
to Equation (2.15) if the remaining experiments ever become conditionally independent given
the observed data, in which case there is no advantage to adaptation.
binoculars is summarized in Algorithm 1. The primary computational cost comes from
computing the optimal batch, a high-dimensional optimization problem. For the examples
considered below (bo and bq), this optimization can be done using gradient based methods
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Algorithm 1 binoculars
Input: design space X , response space Y, model p(y | x,D), utility function u(y | x,D),
budget T
Output: D, a sequence of experiments and observations
for i← 0 to T − 1 do
Compute the optimal batch X∗ of size T − i
Pick an experiment x∗ ∈ X∗ and observe response y∗
Augment D = D ∪ {(x∗, y∗)}
and we show empirically that binoculars runs much faster than previously proposed
nonmyopic methods (see Section 5.6). Note that while we do use a batch method, it is only
as a subroutine. Algorithm 1 is for sequential experimental design: in each iteration, we only
observe the outcome of one experiment.
5.2 binoculars for Bayesian Optimization
Consider the task: x∗ = arg maxx∈X f(x). In this chapter, we model f with a gp. Suppose we
have a budget of T function evaluations. Once the budget has been expended, we recommend
the point with the highest observed value as the maximizer of f . In this setting, our goal
is to sequentially select a set X = {x1, . . . ,xT} of T points from X such that max{yj} is
maximized, where yj = f(xj).
Let D0 be a set of initial observations, and y0 = max(x,y)∈D0 y is the initial best observed
value. We define the utility function as the improvement over y0:








where c+ = max(c, 0).
Defining the utility as improvement allows us to write the expected utility as a Bellman
equation with the same form as Equation (2.15):
EIk(x) = EI1(x) + Ey [maxx′EIk−1(x′ | x, y)] , (5.10)
where EIk(x) is the expected improvement of k adaptive decisions starting from x, and
EIk−1(x′ | x, y) is an expectation taken over the posterior belief of f after further conditioning
on the observation (x, y) and replacing y0 by max(y0, y). Observe that arg maxxEI1(x) exactly
corresponds to the popular expected improvement (ei) policy [87], which is one-step optimal;
EI2(x) is already analytically intractable as it requires an expensive numerical integration:
the integrand is maxx′ EI1(x′ | x, y) and entails global optimization.
To apply binoculars, we optimize the batch ei objective, also known as qei, via the recently
developed reparameterization trick and Monte Carlo approximation [131]. Then we pick a
point from the optimal batch; how to pick this point is discussed in Section 5.4. binoculars
trivially extends to other utility functions such as knowledge gradient [138], probability of
improvement [73] and predictive entropy [114] by replacing qei appropriately.
5.3 binoculars for Bayesian Quadrature
Consider a non-analytic integral of the form Z =
∫
f(x)π(x) dx, where f(x) is a likelihood
function and π(x) is a prior. As previously discussed, one approach to estimating such
intractable integrals is bq, which can be framed as sed if an agent selects where to observed
the likelihood one location at a time. One reasonable objective in this setting is to minimize
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the posterior variance of Z:
Var[Z | X] =
∫∫
KX(x,x
′)π(x)π(x′) dx dx′, (5.11)
where X = {x1, . . . ,xT} is a set of T points that needs to be optimized, and KX(x,x′) is
the posterior covariance after conditioning on observations at X. If the gp hyperparameters
are fixed, the optimal design X∗ = argminXVar[Z | X] can be precomputed, as the posterior
covariance of a gp does not depend on the observed values f(X) (see Equation (2.7)); this
effectively eliminates the need for sequential experimental design in this setting.
However, in general the hyperparameters are not fixed a priori, but are instead learned
iteratively in light of new observations. Furthermore, when the integrand is known to be
positive (e.g., a likelihood function), it is often a good practice to place a gp on some
non-linear transformation of f , such as
√
f or log(f) [19, 51, 96]. As a result, the posterior
gp must be approximated (e.g., by moment matching), which causes the posterior covariance
to depend on the observed values. In these cases adaptive sampling becomes critical.
The adaptive version of Var[Z | X] is computationally expensive to evaluate so Gunter et al.
[51] proposed the use of uncertainty sampling (unct) [76, 112] as a surrogate, i.e., sequentially
evaluating the location with the largest variance. This greedily minimizes the entropy of the
integrand instead of the integral.































p(Y−j | X−j,xj, yj)
)]
. (5.13)
Note that arg maxxjH(p(yj | xj)) corresponds to the sequential uncertainty sampling policy.
To apply binoculars for bq, we must find arg maxXH(p(Y | X)), which is the mode of a
determinantal point process (dpp) [72] defined over q = |X| points. This can be done using
gradient based optimization. As an aside, in this chapter, the connection is purely theoretical:
binoculars uses no properties of dpps; however, this connection is the motivation behind
the naming convention for our bq experiments in Section 5.6. In Chapter 7, we will explore
the connection between dpps and bq further.
5.4 Practical Considerations
Some practical issues arise when applying binoculars to real problems. First, given an
optimal batch, how should one select a point from this batch? We considered several options:
selecting the point with the highest expected immediate reward or randomly selecting a point,
either uniformly or proportional to its expected immediate reward. Empirically, we found
that “best” and “proportional sampling” perform similarly while “uniform sampling” performs
the worst.
Second, given that binoculars is only an approximation to the optimal policy, it is not
necessarily the case that q, the size of the batch, should always be set to the remaining
number of observations. In theory, if the model is perfect, then doing so is optimal. However,
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in practice, the model is always wrong and thus planning too far ahead could actually harm
the empirical performance [143]. Furthermore, smaller values of q result in more efficient
computation. We empirically study the choice of q in Section 5.6.
5.5 Related Work
General introductions to approximate dynamic programming (dp) can be found in Bertsekas
[8], Powell [103]. On the subject of nonmyopic bo, Osborne et al. [95] derived the optimal
policy for bo, demonstrated that it is possible to approximately compute the two-step
lookahead policy for low-dimensional functions and that doing so generally leads to better
performance than the one-step policy. Ginsbourger and Le Riche [44] also derived the optimal
policy and gave an explicit example where two-step ei is better than one-step ei in expectation
with a desired degree of statistical significance. González et al. [47] proposed a nonmyopic
approximation of the optimal policy, known as glasses, by simulating future decisions using
a batch bo method. Jiang et al. [60, 61] proposed a nonmyopic policy for (batch) active
search, which can be understood as a special case of bo with cumulative reward, using
a similar idea. Lam et al. [74] proposed to use rollout for bo, a classic approximate dp
method [8]. Yue and Al Kontar [143] presented theoretical justification for rollout, and gave
theoretical and practical guidance on how to choose the rollout horizon. Ling et al. [78]
proposed a branch-and-bound near-optimal policy for gp planning assuming that the reward
function is Lipschitz continuous, and applied it to bo and active learning. Wu and Frazier
[139] proposed a gradient based optimization of 2-step-ei, but each evaluation of 2-step-ei
still requires a quadrature subroutine with an expensive integrand: optimization of 1-step-ei.
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Of these, glasses and rollout are most related to binoculars. glasses’s acquisition
function shares almost the same form as Equation (5.7), except the future batch X′ is
constructed using a heuristic batch policy, instead of optimized with the qei objective. The
batch policy adds points one by one by optimizing the sequential ei function penalized at
locations already added to the batch [47], and the expected utility of the chosen batch is
estimated using expectation propagation.
Thus, glasses maximizes a theoretically looser lower bound of the true expected utility than
binoculars:
Ey [Q(X′′ | D ∪ {(x, y)})] ≤ max
X′:|X′|=T−1
Ey [Q(X′ | D ∪ {(x, y)})] , (5.14)
where X′′ is the batch attained by the local penalization method [47]. Empirically, both
glasses and binoculars make use of high-dimensional numerical optimization subroutines,
which may affect this relationship if objectives are not exactly optimized.
Rolling out two steps using ei as the heuristic policy is exactly equivalent to the two-step
lookahead policy, up to quadrature error. Mathematically, the rollout acquisition function
can also be written in a similar form as Equation (5.7), except X′ is adaptively constructed,
depending on sampled values of y instead of globally (irrespective of y) constructed or
optimized as in glasses and binoculars. Both rollout and glasses are very expensive to
compute.
While we are unaware of any existing work on nonmyopic bq, there has been some prior work
on nonmyopic active learning of gps. Krause and Guestrin [70] derived the adaptivity gap for
active learning of gps under two utility functions. They also proposed a nonmyopic method
for active learning of gps which separates the process into an exploration phase and an
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exploitation phase. They considered different acquisition functions for the exploration phase;
notably, the implicit exploration (ie) method is comparable to the uncertainty sampling
baseline in Subsection 5.6.2. Hoang et al. [55] developed a method for active learning of
gps that does away with separate exploration and exploitation phases and instead naturally
trades off between the two. Their proposed policy, ε-bal, approximates the solution to the
Bellman formulation of the active gp learning problem using a truncated sampling method.
They analyzed the theoretical performance of their method and developed a pruning based
anytime version of their method.
The setting of our bq work (integration of nonnegative integrands) and active learning of
gps appear related yet are fundamentally different. The cited works focus exclusively on
learning the hyperparameters of the gp. In our setting, the use of a transformation to model
nonnegativity introduces adaptivity beyond the gp hyperparameters: even if the true gp
hyperparameters are known a priori, the nonlinear transformation causes the approximate
gp posterior to depend on the observed values.
5.6 Empirical Results
The experiments in this section were designed to broadly test the performance and compu-
tational cost of binoculars relative to notable myopic and nonmyopic baselines for bo
and bq. We also conducted a thorough exploration of the binoculars design choices: the
number of steps to look ahead and how to select a point from the optimal batch.
The primary takeaways of our experimental results are that binoculars outperforms myopic
baselines while running only slightly slower and is at least as good as previously proposed
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nonmyopic methods while running orders of magnitude faster. This places it on the Pareto
front of the running time–performance tradeoff in policy design. Furthermore, binoculars
clearly demonstrates distinctively nonmyopic behavior on both bo and bq tasks, two entirely
different sed problems.
This section uses the following nomenclature to describe binoculars: binoculars for bo
will be denoted as “q.ei.s” or “q.ei.b”, where q is the batch size and “s” represents sampling
from the batch while “b” means choosing the “best.” For bq, we replace “ei” with “dpp.”
In addition to the myopic methods, ei and unct, we also compare against rollout for both
tasks and glasses for bo. We did not compare against a bq-equivalent of glasses as
no such method has been published. Each rollout method is denoted as “q.r.n”, where q
represents the number of steps to roll out, and n is the number of samples used to estimate
the expectations encountered in each step. Each glasses method is denoted as “q.g” where
q represents the size of the simulated batch. We use direct [62] to optimize the glasses
and rollout acquisition functions, following González et al. [47]. For all nonmyopic methods,
when the remaining budget r < q, we set q = r. Thus, the final decision is always made
(optimally) with one-step lookahead.
For all experiments, we start with 2d randomly sampled observations and perform 20d
further iterations, where d is the function’s dimensionality. Unless otherwise noted, all results
presented are aggregated over 100 repeats with different random initializations. For all
tabulated results, the best method is indicated in bold and the entries not significantly worse




We present experiments for two rollout variants: “2.r.10” and “3.r.3.” As we will see, rolling
out with horizon two is already very expensive even for just ten y samples. Gauss–Hermite
quadrature is used for rollout as in Lam et al. [74]. We also present experiments for two
glasses variants: “2.g” and “3.g”.
We use gps with a constant mean and a Matérn ard kernel (ν = 5/2) to model the objective
function. We tune hyperparameters every iteration by maximizing the marginal likelihood
using l-bfgs-b. We also maximize the qei acquisition function with l-bfgs-b. We use
the gap measure to evaluate the performance: gap = (yi − y0) / (y∗ − y0), where yi’s are
maximum observed values and y∗ is the true optimal value; we convert all problems to
maximization problems by negating if necessary.
Synthetic Functions
In this section, we focus on demonstrating the superior performance of our method over
ei on nine “hard” benchmark functions. These nine functions are selected by first running
experiments on 31 functions (from https://www.sfu.ca/~ssurjano/optimization.html)
with 30 repeats; see Table B.1 in Appendix B.1 for the complete results on all 31 functions.
We then select the ones where ei terminates with average gap < 0.9. We believe nonmyopic
methods are more advantageous on challenging functions; by first identifying these hard
problems, we will gain more insight into the various policies. To put the bo performance into
perspective, we also include a comparison against a random baseline, “Rand.” All tested bo
methods significantly outperform “Rand”, which indicates that the gp model provides useful
guidance on the search.
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Table 5.1: Average gap over 100 repeats on “hard” synthetic functions.
Rand EI 2.EI.b 2.EI.s 3.EI.b 3.EI.s 4.EI.b 4.EI.s 10.EI.b 10.EI.s 12.EI.s 15.EI.s
eggholder 0.498 0.613 0.614 0.633 0.604 0.657 0.646 0.694 0.622 0.704 0.738 0.694
dropwave 0.486 0.439 0.507 0.531 0.473 0.552 0.467 0.514 0.397 0.591 0.598 0.585
shubert 0.355 0.408 0.366 0.441 0.394 0.507 0.388 0.484 0.305 0.455 0.479 0.465
rastrigin4 0.374 0.801 0.769 0.775 0.817 0.821 0.840 0.805 0.797 0.804 0.793 0.799
ackley2 0.358 0.821 0.825 0.823 0.819 0.869 0.812 0.872 0.801 0.892 0.886 0.888
ackley5 0.145 0.509 0.544 0.509 0.601 0.550 0.596 0.592 0.636 0.606 0.627 0.626
bukin 0.600 0.849 0.856 0.855 0.872 0.859 0.864 0.865 0.878 0.850 0.829 0.853
shekel5 0.038 0.286 0.311 0.320 0.330 0.343 0.342 0.344 0.374 0.373 0.358 0.395
shekel7 0.045 0.268 0.346 0.313 0.349 0.325 0.352 0.370 0.399 0.358 0.412 0.386
Average 0.322 0.555 0.571 0.578 0.584 0.609 0.590 0.616 0.579 0.626 0.635 0.632
Table 5.1 shows the average gap at termination. For the results in Table 5.1, the p-values of
the best binoculars variant for each function against ei in descending order are 0.065, 0.025,
0.0030, 3.0e-5, . . .Thus, after applying the Bonferroni correction to account for the 10 variants
of binoculars (p ≤ α / 10), the best variant of our method remains significantly better
than ei for 7 out of the 9 “hard” functions. After applying the Holm-Bonferroni correction to
our aggregated results, every variant of binoculars remains significantly better than ei at
the α = 0.05 level and all but 2.ei.b at the α = 0.01 level.
We summarize these results as follows:
1. All q.ei.s variants perform significantly better than ei on average, with 12.ei.s being
the best and outperforming ei by a large margin.
2. The q.ei.s variants are consistently better than the q.ei.b variants.
3. The performance of our method generally improves as we increase q, up to 12.
Perhaps more interestingly, we can clearly observe the nonmyopic behavior of 12.ei.s as
shown in Figure 5.2(a): it is initially outperformed by the myopic ei as it explores the space.
However, our method catches up to ei at ∼20% of the budget (on average) as it transitions
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(a) Average gap versus iteration













(b) Average gap versus time per iteration
Figure 5.2: Selected binoculars for bo empirical results: (a) shows the average gap over
nine synthetic functions demonstrating the nonmyopic behavior of 12.ei.s. and (b) shows the
average gap with error bars at termination versus time per iteration (in log scale) on real
functions.
to exploiting its findings until finally, it outperforms ei by a large margin. This behavior
indicates that our method seamlessly navigates the exploration–exploitation tradeoff without
the need for any external intervention.
Real-World Functions
We present results on hyperparameter tuning functions used by Malkomes and Garnett
[82], Snoek et al. [119], Wang and Jegelka [132]. These functions are evaluated on a predefined
grid, so we first compute all policies (except ei) using continuous optimization, then pick the
closest point from the grid.
Table 5.2 shows the results averaged over 50 repeats. We only show the “sampling” variants
of our method; full results can be found in Table B.2 in Appendix B.1. First, we see again
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Table 5.2: Average gap over 50 repeats on real functions.
EI 2.EI.s 3.EI.s 4.EI.s 6.EI.s 8.EI.s 2.G 3.G 2.R.10 3.R.3
svm 0.738 0.913 0.940 0.911 0.937 0.834 0.881 0.898 0.930 0.928
lda 0.956 1.000 0.996 0.993 0.982 0.995 1.000 0.999 0.999 1.000
LogReg 0.963 0.998 1.000 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.989 0.911 0.965 0.948
NN Boston 0.470 0.467 0.478 0.460 0.502 0.467 0.455 0.512 0.503 0.482
NN Cancer 0.665 0.627 0.654 0.686 0.700 0.686 0.806 0.755 0.708 0.698
Robot pushing 3d 0.928 0.960 0.962 0.957 0.962 0.961 0.955 0.951 0.955 0.954
Robot pushing 4d 0.730 0.726 0.695 0.695 0.736 0.697 0.765 0.786 0.770 0.745
Average 0.779 0.813 0.818 0.815 0.831 0.806 0.836 0.830 0.833 0.822
all q.ei.s variants outperform ei by a large margin, with q = 6 achieving the best results.
Comparing 6.ei.s with the nonmyopic baselines, 2.g is the best, but the difference of 0.005
is negligible; the p-value under a one-sided paired signed-rank test for 6.ei.s against 2.g is
0.4257.
We now focus on comparing the time cost of the tested methods. Figure 5.2(b) shows the
average gap versus average time per iteration. The average is taken over 350 experiments
(seven functions with 50 repeats each); error bars are also plotted. We again see that our
methods are not significantly different from rollout and glasses in terms of gap performance,
but are considerably faster in terms of average time cost per iteration (note the log scale on
the time axis). Clearly, our method lies on the Pareto front in terms of computational cost
and performance.
5.6.2 BQ Results
For all bq experiments, we use the framework found in Section 3.1: we place gp priors on
the log of the integrands as they are all nonnegative. We use gps with a constant mean and
a Matérn ard kernel (ν = 3/2) to model the integrands. We tune the gp hyperparameters
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after each observation by maximizing the marginal likelihood using l-bfgs-b. We also use
l-bfgs-b to maximize the dpp likelihood.
Table 5.3: Median fractional error over 100 repeats on all bq functions.
UNCT 2.DPP.b 3.DPP.b 10.DPP.b 2.DPP.s 3.DPP.s 10.DPP.s 2.R.10 3.R.3
cont 0.045 0.052 0.055 0.059 0.039 0.037 0.029 0.036 0.045
corner 0.265 0.206 0.137 0.065 0.047 0.078 0.132 0.074 0.063
discont 0.523 0.511 0.488 0.446 0.572 0.610 0.590 0.537 0.577
Gauss 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.003
mm 0.254 0.207 0.203 0.207 0.221 0.161 0.177 0.110 0.086
prod 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.012 0.012
gp 0.231 0.082 0.057 0.077 0.069 0.073 0.116 0.283 0.248
dla 0.019 0.013 0.025 0.013 0.016 0.016 0.033 0.019 0.011
Average 0.068 0.056 0.055 0.041 0.037 0.043 0.055 0.049 0.051
We perform experiments on five standard benchmark synthetic functions (from https://
www.sfu.ca/~ssurjano/integration.html) as well as one additional synthetic benchmark









this function was included because of its multi-modal (mm) nature. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of all methods using their fractional error: |Z − Ẑ| /Z where Ẑ is the estimate of the
integral.
Figure 5.3(a) indicates that 2.dpp.s exhibits the same nonmyopic behavior as 12.ei.s: it
initially lags behind but eventually overtakes the myopic unct, again suggesting a superior
and automatic tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
Table 5.3 shows the median fractional error at termination for all bq experiments. Again, we
analyzed the results in Table 5.3 to account for multiple comparisons: the p-values of the
best binoculars variant for each function against unct in descending order are 0.22, 0.16,
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Figure 5.3: Median fractional error over 100 repeats against iterations or time per iteration
(in log scale).
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0.009, 0.0001, . . .Thus, binoculars significantly outperforms unct on 5 out of 8 functions
after applying the Bonferroni correction. After applying the Holm-Bonferroni correction to
our aggregated results, every variant of binoculars remains significantly better than unct
at the α = 0.05 level and all but 10.dpp.s at the α = 0.01 level.
Figure 5.3 shows the convergence of the fractional error as a function of both iterations and
time per iteration (in log scale). These results corroborate many of the findings from our bo
experiments:
1. All nonmyopic methods outperform unct on average with 2.dpp.s running only imper-
ceptibly slower than unct.
2. Our proposed nonmyopic methods are competitive with, if not better than, rollout
while running orders of magnitude faster.
We also note that in general, q.dpp.s variants tend to outperform q.dpp.b variants and
increasing the batch size q does not consistently improve the performance.
The primary conclusion here is the same as for bo: binoculars significantly and consistently
outperforms myopic policies while only slightly increasing computational cost.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced binoculars: an efficient, nonmyopic approximation framework
for finite-horizon sequential experimental design. binoculars computes an optimal batch,
then picks a point from the batch. We began with an intuitive understanding and a
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mathematical justification for why this is a reasonable approximation. Then, we instantiated
binoculars for Bayesian optimization and Bayesian quadrature, two entirely different
problems, and empirically demonstrated that it significantly outperforms commonly-used
myopic policies while being much more efficient than popular nonmyopic alternatives.
In the next chapter, we will consider a different sequential experimental design task known as
active search. However, instead of focusing on policies for deciding which experiment to design
next, the work in the next chapter explores how active search can be used in conjunction
with an an interactive visualization to aid human users at a specific data foraging task.
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Chapter 6
Assisted Data Discovery in Interactive
Visualizations via Active Search
In the previous chapter, we developed an efficient and nonmyopic framework for general sed
tasks and realized it for bo and bq. In this chapter, we consider a different sed task, active
search, a variant of bo briefly discussed in Section 5.5, specifically in the setting of data
foraging. The focus of the work described in this chapter is on exploring how active search
can be used in conjunction with an interactive visualization to aid a human user in the data
discovery process.
Many real-world analytic scenarios rely on humans exploring a large data collection for a
small set of valuable data points. The discovered set of data points are used to either create
new hypotheses or test existing ones. This process, known as data foraging, can be time
consuming, overwhelming, and unnecessarily costly due to the large number of uninformative
data points. For example, an intelligence analyst may spend a substantial amount of time
reviewing unrelated documents in an effort to uncover a terrorist attack plot, or a scientist
may incur significant monetary costs by examining undesirable chemicals in an effort to
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discover new drugs. Researchers have identified data foraging as a leverage point, where a
human–computer partnership can greatly improve the sensemaking process [102].
Motivated by combining unique strengths of machines and humans, human–computer partner-
ships have received increasing attention across disciplines to build better models or perform
tasks more precisely [33, 60, 66, 67, 116]. In particular, the visual analytics community has
made significant strides in developing systems that enable the interplay between humans and
machine analysis [22, 23]. By integrating human input into existing algorithms, researchers
have achieved topic models with higher recall [67] and more accurate classification models
[71].
The task of data foraging lines up well with the paradigm of active search, where the goal
is to efficiently search through large datasets for rare, valuable items [38, 60], Active search
algorithms have had remarkable success accelerating discovery in areas such as drug and
materials discovery. The work described in this chapter brings recently developed algorithms
for active search to bear on interactive data foraging, with a focus on fostering effective
interaction between the model and human users. Incorporating active search into an interactive
interface creates a bidirectional human–computer partnership where user interactions inform
underlying machine learning models and sequential active search queries are communicated
to the user via visual elements with the goal of accelerating discovery.
This chapter presents an interactive visualization augmented with active search, where the
human user acts as the oracle returning query labels and the interactive visualization is the
means of communication between the active search algorithm and the human. The primary
purpose of this human–computer collaboration is for the human to lead exploration through
a visualization of the data and identify relevant data points. Meanwhile, human interactions
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with the visualization are translated into labels for the active search algorithm, and the visual
elements are used as a proxy for communicating active search queries to the human.
To investigate the feasibility and impact of this augmentation on data foraging, we developed
a prototype system and designed a simple data foraging task. We used a dataset published
in the Visual Analytics Science and Technology (vast) community to simulate a scenario in
which an epidemic breaks out in the fictitious city of Vastapolis and authorities are searching
through social media posts to identify symptoms and impacted parts of the city. We performed
a series of simulations to confirm our model assumptions are appropriate for the vast dataset
and the active search algorithm is indeed capable of generating plausible queries. Then, using
this prototype system, we conducted a crowd-sourced user study to investigate the impact of
the active search algorithm in assisting users during visual data discovery. The results of
our user study show that ActiveVA users make more relevant discoveries while interacting
with fewer irrelevant data points. User responses to a post-experiment survey indicate that
ActiveVA users have slightly more positive attitudes towards data foraging.
6.1 Related Work
In this section, we briefly discuss the related literature from both the visualization and
machine learning communities, covering work on mixed-initiative techniques which learn
from interactions and guide the user in the analytic process and providing an overview of the
foundations and applications of active search for discovery.
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6.1.1 Learning and Guidance Based on Interactions
A significant body of work in visual analytics has sought to enable human–computer part-
nerships in which machines are informed by low-level user interactions with interactive
visualizations [5, 9, 15, 24, 98]. Here the technique of semantic interaction is key, where
user interactions with visualization tools translate into observations for underlying machine
learning models, integrating user knowledge in the analysis process and informing intelligent
response by the visualization system. Semantic interaction was first introduced by Endert
et al. [33] in Forcespire, an interactive system for visual text exploration. This has provided
the lens through which subsequent work has studied human interactions with interactive
visualizations for various applications. Semantic interactions have been used to learn expert
knowledge [14], improve visual projection [58], improve text analysis models [67, 71, 113],
reduce visualization latency [5], and mitigate selection bias [48]. Viewing visual analytics as
a bidirectional human–computer partnership, some proposed techniques provide assistance to
machine learning models in the form of information from the human whereas others provide
assistance to the human by automatically manipulating the interface. Drawing a line in this
body of work between human-helping-machine and machine-helping-human can be difficult,
as the two often coexist in mixed-initiative systems.
Learning from user interaction and incorporating that information into machine learning
procedures has shown success in the visual analytics community. For example, motivated
by the reliance of many machine learning algorithms on a distance metric, Brown et al. [14]
proposed Dis-Function, a technique to represent expert knowledge as a distance function which
is interactively learned by drag-and-drop interactions with a 2D visualization. Through a case
study, they suggested that Dis-Function can improve classification accuracy in comparison to
a fixed distance function. Extending interactive learning to topic modeling, Kim et al. [67]
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proposed TopicSifter, an interactive system with the primary purpose of building models
with high recall on text documents. Another example of similar work is alva by Kucher et al.
[71], which steers a stance classification model over text documents by strategically querying
the human for labels. Once again, this work used user interactions with an interactive system
in order to improve machine learning models. For a comprehensive review of learning from
user interactions, see [140].
In addition to using interactions to inform machine learning models, we can also seek to develop
systems where machines take actions to guide users in the analytic process. Researchers in
the visual analytics community have defined guidance as a computer-assisted process aimed
at resolving users’ knowledge gap during an interactive session [18]; TopicSifter [67] is an
example of a system which guides the user by recommending potentially relevant keywords
to include in the search space.
6.1.2 Active Search for Data Discovery
Active learning is a subfield of machine learning where learning algorithms are allowed to
choose their training data strategically by querying an oracle for labels [76, 112]. When this
is possible, rather than training a model on say a random subsample of a given dataset, an
algorithm can instead adaptively gather data to build a “custom” training set that accomplishes
the learning goals (e.g., building an accurate model) as efficiently as possible. In cases where
the oracle is a human expert, active learning approaches rely on occasional human feedback
in order to improve model quality. These systems are commonly known as human in the loop
systems. Some examples of using active learning for model improvement are in the domains
of video analysis [56], text annotation [123], and research citation screening [130].
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Active search is a realization of active learning where the goal is to iteratively search a large
dataset for members of a rare, valuable class. When investigating a given point is expensive,
e.g., doing so requires querying a human expert, we may wish to direct the search process
strategically to maximize discovery throughput. Garnett et al. [38] formalized active search
as sed and showed how one can leverage a machine learning classifier trained on observed
data to design queries that maximize the expected number of discoveries. This technique has
shown promise on a range of scientific discovery tasks including drug discovery and materials
design [60, 61]. The efficient nonmyopic search (ens) algorithm developed by Jiang et al.
[60] represents the state-of-art in active search algorithms in terms of empirical discovery
throughput.
In this work, we consider active search for interactive information foraging where humans act
as oracles for an active search routine through an interactive visualization. While active search
has been studied for some real-world problems such as fraud discovery [116] and drug discovery
[39], relatively little work has been done applying active search to an interactive environment.
The closest work to what we present in this chapter is by Klyuchnikov et al. [69], who use
hypothetical human input and product reviews for improved product recommendation.
6.2 Active Visual Analytics
In this section, we present Active Visual Analytics (ActiveVA) as a human–computer col-
laboration in which the shared goal is to discover relevant data points by interacting with a
visualization. Specifically, we consider an interactive visual metaphor of a dataset, where
each data point is represented by an element on the visual metaphor. The objective of the
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user is to search through this dataset via the visualization to discover data points deemed
valuable for a given task.
With the goal of accelerating visual exploration and discovery, we augment interactive visual-
izations with active search. Starting with a dataset, we create an interactive visualization with
which the analyst interacts in order to inspect individual data points. As the user sequentially
inspects and discovers relevant data points, we create a cycle where user interactions with the
interface inform a classifier on the relevance of unobserved data points and the active search
algorithm picks a set of promising points to present to the analyst for further investigation.
The workflow of ActiveVA, its components, and their relationships are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Major components of ActiveVA and the workflow cycle. The first step is to
visualize a dataset and create a model over the relevance of data points to one another (A1,
A2). The workflow cycle begins with the user interacting with the visualization (B). These
interactions get translated into data labels which are used to update the relevance model (C).
Then an active search algorithm uses this model to generate queries for inspection (D) and
the queries appear on the visualization for user inspection (E).
We first formalize the mathematical problem underlying ActiveVA. Then, we present two major
interactive components of this technique: observing user interactions with the visualization




We assume there is a dot-based visual metaphor for a given dataset, X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, where
each data point in X has a representative on the visualization. We further assume that each
data point is classified as either relevant or irrelevant, and the objective is to recover as
many relevant points as possible. As users begin providing labels by interacting with the
visualization, we maintain a set of observations, D = {(x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym)}, where yi ∈ {0, 1}
denotes the binary classification for a point xi. A label of yi = 1 indicates the point xi is
relevant to the task at hand, whereas yi = 0 indicates the point xi is irrelevant. Note that in
an active search setting, a very small portion of the dataset is typically labeled (i.e., m n).





In an active search procedure, the algorithm relies on a model to predict the relevance of
unobserved data points in light of observations. This model is used by a querying policy
that, given the current user interactions, suggests unlabeled points to the user for further
investigation with the goal of maximizing the total number of discoveries at the end of the
search process. As suggested by Garnett et al. [38], we pick a simple k-nn model that provides
the posterior probability of an unlabeled point x being relevant given the observed data:
Pr(y = 1 | x,D). This choice of model is nonparametric, fast to update in light of new
observations, and is simple in that it only relies on a distance metric between data points.
In scenarios where datasets contain multiple attributes, practitioners may build a k-nn
model on each attribute, {M1, . . . ,Md} where d is the number of attributes, and merge the
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predictions via a weighted sum:
Pr(y = 1 | x,D) =
d∑
i=1
ωi Pr(y = 1 | x,D,Mi) (6.2)
where the weights ωi ∈ [0, 1] are tuned to maximize the likelihood of the observed data.
Once the model over data relevance and an active search algorithm are in place, the next
primary consideration is the communication between humans and the active search procedure.
In ActiveVA, we consider a bidirectional communication channel in which the active search
algorithm needs a proxy to receive feedback from user interactions and humans need to be
presented with active search queries through user friendly means.
6.2.2 Learning Data Labels Interactively
In this section we consider how human interactions with an interface can train the underlying
models about the relevance of data points. Visual analytics researchers have analyzed low-
level interactions to uncover information about users and the task at hand. In particular,
they have discovered that analyzing low-level interactions can result in better performance
at inferring user expertise [12], inferring exploration patterns [36, 88], and modeling the
cognitive sense-making process [101]. These successful attempts at analyzing interactions
naturally raises the following question: can user interactions with a system provide an active
search algorithm with a seamless, yet robust, labeling mechanism? In the simple case which
we examine in Section 6.3, certain low-level interactions can directly map onto corresponding
training labels for active search. For example, clicking a button to bookmark a data point (or
disregard one) can signal a positive (or negative) label. In more complex settings, however, a
more ambiguous set of interactions may be used in order to provide labels seamlessly. For
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example, examining the frequency of hovers on a certain data point and length of hovers may
be a more robust approach to uncovering labels from interactions.
6.2.3 Seamlessly Querying the User
Similar to how well-designed mechanisms are needed to translate user interactions into robust
labels for active search, we need a mechanism to communicate active search queries to the
user effectively. In the most intrusive case, the system would explicitly query the user to
provide labels for a given set of points. However, this may cause frustration for the user and
undermine the role of humans in leading data exploration. Alternatively, we envision active
search queries presented to the user in the form of visual cues such as color, opacity, and size.
In this chapter, we assume the user leads the analysis and take a non-intrusive approach
where active search queries are presented in a distinct color on the visualization. Depending
on the visual channels available for a specific application, the risk associated with missing a
relevant data point, and the intended degree of human involvement in analysis, practitioners
may design other methods of interactive queries.
6.2.4 Policies for Making Queries
Suppose we have a total budget of T queries and have already evaluated i points. When
deciding which point to query next, the Bayesian optimal policy chooses the unlabeled point
that maximizes the conditional expected number of relevant points found at termination:
x∗ = arg max
x∈X\Di
E [u(DT \ Di) | x,Di] (6.3)
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where Di = {(xj, yj)}ij=1 is the observed dataset after i queries and u is the utility function
defined in Equation (6.1).
This expectation can be rewritten in a recursive manner as





E [u(DT \ Di+1) | x′,Di+1]
]
, (6.4)
where Ey|x,Di is an expectation over the distribution of y, the label of x, given Di. The first
term in Equation (6.4) is the expected contribution of point x to the total utility and the
second term is the expected future utility given optimal subsequent decisions.




time and is intractable except for the last few
iterations, when T − i is small [38]. One tractable approximation to the optimal policy is
to only look ` steps into the future, where ` is some small integer. This is called the `-step
lookahead policy; it implicitly assumes the search will terminate after the next ` iterations
and acts optimally under that assumption.
Jiang et al. [60] proposed an alternative policy called ens or efficient, nonmyopic search,
which approximates Equation (6.4) as:
E [u(DT \ Di) | x,Di] ≈ Pr(y = 1 | x,Di) + Ey|x,Di
[∑′
t−i−1





k denotes the summation over the k largest values. ens effectively makes two
simplifying assumptions:
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1. all remaining k = T − i− 1 queries will be spent simultaneously in a batch after the
current query and
2. the outcomes of those queries (whether each point is relevant or not) are independent.
By always takes the remaining budget into account, ens naturally balances exploration and
exploitation in its queries while still being computationally tractable: computing the policy
in a general setting requires only O (n2 log n) time and this can be further sped up under
certain assumptions. ens was found to perform significantly better than two-step lookahead
and other benchmarks at various active search problems [60].
One nuance in the active visual analytics setting is that the total number of available queries
T is not known a priori. To address this, we assume there are a constant k remaining queries
at each iteration, which defines the ens-k policy that always looks k steps into the future in
the same manner as ens.
6.3 Proof of Concept Prototype
We now present our prototype of an ActiveVA system. Using the vast Challenge 2011 epidemic
dataset, we create an interactive map visualization of microblogs and ask participants to
discover posts by sick individuals. We discuss the dataset in Subsection 6.3.1, the k-nn model
over the dataset in Subsection 6.3.2, the active search policy in Subsection 6.3.3 and our
visualization interface in Subsection 6.3.4.
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6.3.1 Dataset
The Visual Analytics Science and Technology (vast) community published a fictitious
epidemic dataset for their annual challenge in 2011. The story involves a terrorist attack in
the fictitious city of Vastopolis, where a truck accident over a major river contaminates the
water and air with harmful chemicals. The water flow and wind transport these chemicals to
two distinct parts of the city, causing citizens to exhibit symptoms of an illness. Those who
live downstream of the river show waterborne digestive symptoms, whereas those who live
downwind of the accident show respiratory symptoms.
The dataset contains 1 023 077 microblogs posted on social media from various parts of
town during a 21-day period (04/30/2011 – 05/20/2011). The fictitious attack occurred on
05/17/2011 and the outbreaks appeared during 05/18/2011 – 05/20/2011.
Labeling Heuristic
For model evaluation purposes, we need ground-truth labels for the dataset. Since the
relevance of each data point to the spread of epidemic is unknown, we rely on a heuristic for
labeling. Specifically, microblogs containing one of the following keyword stems are labeled
relevant, and the remaining microblogs are labeled irrelevant :
‘sore’, ‘throat’, ‘fever’, ‘fatigu’, ‘cough’, ‘short’, ‘breath’, ‘chill’, ‘sick’, ‘pain’,
‘diarrhea’, ‘stomach’, ‘sweat’, ‘pneumonia’, ‘flu’, ‘ach’, ‘nausea’, ‘vomit’, ‘nauseou’,
‘declin’, ‘health’, ‘headach’, ‘nose’, ‘runni’.
The daily incidence rate (proportion of relevant points per day) according to our heuristic is
∼2% for 04/30/2011 – 05/17/2011 and it increases to 26-38% for 05/18/2011 – 05/20/2011
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after the terrorist attack. We acknowledge that relying on this heuristic for labeling introduces
false positives, but inspection of the dataset before the epidemic (i.e. the ∼%2 incidence rate
on 04/30/2011 – 05/17/2011) suggests the false positive rate during the epidemic is low.
Data Selection
In order to demonstrate the effect of different rates of relevant points on active search, we
consider two subsets of the dataset:
1. the first two days of the epidemic (05/18/2011 and 05/19/2011) with ∼33% of points
being related to illness (high-incidence) and
2. the first two available days in the dataset (04/30/2011 – 05/01/2011) with ∼3% of
points being labeled positive by the heuristic (low-incidence).
In subsequent sections, we use the high-incidence dataset to demonstrate active search’s
ability to identify relevant data points in an interactive environment. We use the low-incidence
dataset to demonstrate active search’s exceptional ability to identify rare points of interest.
6.3.2 Probabilistic Classifier over Dataset
Performing active search relies on a probabilistic model that computes the probability of an
unlabeled point being relevant given the observed data. The k-nn classification model is
nonparametric and only relies on a distance definition among data points. This flexibility in
the choice of distance function offers practitioners from various fields the option to tailor this
model to their domain-specific datasets.
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For this dataset specifically, we built two k-nn models over the data. The first one (ML) is
based on the posting location of microblogs, where the distance between two data points is the
Euclidean distance between locations from which they were posted. The second one, (MT )
is based on the microblog texts, where the distance between two data points is the cosine
distance between the vector representation of their texts. We define the vector representation
of a microblog to be the normalized average over word2vec representations of its individual
tokens (after removing numerical values, punctuation, and stop words) trained on a large
set of news articles [107]. Given some observed data, each of these models calculates the
probability that an unlabeled data point is relevant and their predictions are combined
according to
Pr(y = 1 | x,D,MT ,ML) = ω Pr(y = 1 | x,D,MT ) + (1−ω) Pr(y = 1 | x,D,ML), (6.6)
where ω is chosen by maximizing the likelihood of the observed data, D.
Prior to deploying this model in our user study prototype, we conducted a cross-validation
experiment to ensure this model is appropriate for our dataset. To validate the model, we
split the dataset so that 0.1% of the points are used for training and 99.9% of the points are
used for testing. This split simulates the sparse labeling in active search settings where only a
small number of points have been investigated and labeled. Using the low- and high- incident
datasets, we measured the auc-roc and precision metrics. These metrics are especially
informative because auc-roc can be interpreted as the probability of a random relevant
data point being ranked higher than a random irrelevant point and precision is a measure of
accuracy in the top few highly-ranked data points. Table 6.1 summarizes the results of this
cross-validation.
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Table 6.1: Cross-validation results. 0.1% of the data is chosen without replacement for
training and the remaining 99.9% of the data is used for testing. p@k denotes precision at
the top k points.
High-incidence Dataset Low-incidence Dataset
auc-roc p@1 p@5 auc-roc p@1 p@5
0.79 85% 84% 0.62 85% 88%
6.3.3 Active Search Policy
To simulate different querying behaviors in the non-interactive setting, we apply three search
policies to the aforementioned datasets. The random search policy picks a point uniformly at
random in each iteration, the one-step active search policy greedily chooses the point with
the highest likelihood of being relevant, and the ens-50 policy picks points according to the
ens procedure with a constant remaining budget of 50. For each simulation, we randomly
select a single relevant data point as the initial observed dataset D. Then, at each iteration,
a policy chooses an unlabeled data point to query according to its criterion, and the label of
that data point (whether it is relevant or not) is revealed. This observation is then added to
D, which informs the policy in the next iteration.
Each simulation consists of 500 iterations for each policy, and 50 simulations were conducted
in total. The results of these simulations are summarized in Table 6.2, in which we show the
average and 95% confidence interval of the total number of relevant points found by each
policy. We see that the one-step active search policy results in an overwhelming improvement
in utility from the random search in both datasets.
Results of this simulated experiment suggest that active search accelerates discovery in a
non-interactive setting given our dataset: it performs promisingly in both high- and low-
incidence datasets. While ens-50 performs best, we did not implement it for our prototype
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Table 6.2: Average number of relevant points found by various search policies over 50
simulations.
High-incidence Dataset Low-incidence Dataset
Random 142.88± 2.81 7.80± 0.85
One-step 471.86± 8.20 318.62± 26.79
ens-50 478.46± 6.00 351.82± 18.05
due to longer runtimes. With the goal of generating queries in real-time, we opted to use the
one-step policy for our prototype instead.
6.3.4 Interactive Interface
We implemented the interface of our prototype as shown in Figure 6.2. We aimed for a simple
interface and clear means of interaction for greater usability.
Considering that our dataset was geo-spacial, we used a map visualization where each dot
corresponded to a data point in the dataset. While a text-based visualization (e.g., t-sne)
may seem more appropriate for the given task, we assume the primary attribute determining
relevance (i.e., microblog text in our case) is not known a priori. We displayed a random
sample of 3000 microblogs from the high-incidence dataset in their corresponding posting
location on the map.
Most user interactions occurred on the map, where users hovered on data points to see a
tooltip containing the microblog (Figure 6.2, C). The tooltip allowed user feedback in one of
three ways:
1. if the hovered data point was suggested by the active search algorithm, the user could
either add bookmark or report an irrelevant suggestion;
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2. if the hovered data point was already bookmarked, the user could remove bookmark ;
3. if the hovered data point was not already bookmarked nor suggested by active search,
the user could only add bookmark.
We utilized three distinct colorblind-safe colors to distinguish between suggested dots, dis-
covered dots, and the remaining dots. To make potential feedback modifications easier, we
displayed a list of bookmarks on the sidebar along with an option to remove bookmark (Figure
6.2, A).
6.4 Empirical Results
We conducted a crowd-sourced user study to evaluate ActiveVA. In this section, we first
present our analysis demonstrating how user interactions and information foraging throughput
are impacted when active search is present in the system. Then, we discuss some trends
pertaining to the aggregated geospacial coverage of user interactions, individual-level discovery
progress, and users’ attitude toward ActiveVA.
6.4.1 Crowd-sourced User Study
To investigate the impact of active search in visual exploration and discovery, we designed a
crowd-sourced user study in which participants interacted with a map of the fictional city of
Vastapolis (Figure 6.2) which is under a biochemical attack causing an epidemic. We use this
scenario as an unclassified and openly available proxy for studying real-world intelligence
analysis sessions. In our crowd-sourced user study, we narrowed the scope of the experiment
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Figure 6.2: A view of the ActiveVA prototype on the epidemic dataset. Green dots on the
map indicate relevant data points bookmarked by the user (also shown in the left panel, A).
Orange dots indicate active search recommendations of potentially relevant data points (C).
Violet dots indicate the remaining data points. Hovering on data points triggers a tooltip
containing the microblog and feedback options (C). A countdown of the remaining time was
shown, and users had the option to exit the experiment at any time or report technical issues
(B).
to the data foraging phase of intelligence analysis and framed the task so that distinguishing
relevant data points from irrelevant ones does not require domain expertise.
Task
We told participants that the authorities are interested in identifying the impacted parts of
the city by analyzing social media activity, and we have access to social media posts and their
posting location. Their task was to assist the authorities by searching through a dataset of




We recruited 130 participants via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Participants were 18
to 65 years old, from the United States, and fluent in English. Each participant had a HIT
approval rating of greater than 98% with more than 100 approved HITs. After cleaning the
data (see below), there were 41 women, 72 men, and 1 participant with undisclosed sex in
our subject pool with ages ranging from 18 to 62 years (µ = 36, σ = 9). Seventy percent of
our participants self-reported to have at least an associate degree. The average completion
time (including reading the tutorial, performing the task, and completing the survey) was 12
minutes. The instructions specified that participants will be compensated $1.00 base pay
and an additional $0.10 bonus for every relevant microblog they identify (maximum $4.00
bonus). Although the advertised payment structure was designed to incentivize participants
to complete the task, we ultimately decided to pay everyone the maximum bonus of $4.00 for
the sake of fairness.
Procedure
Our system randomly assigned each participant to one of the following groups: active search
group which received a batch of 10 active search queries in the form of visual clues that
were updated after every bookmark and control group which did not receive any assistance
during exploration. Upon giving consent to participate in our study, participants were given
a tutorial on their task and their corresponding system. Both groups initiated their task
without any clues, meaning that the active search group did not get assistance for their
first bookmark and the following suggestions were as relevant as the initial user bookmark.
Participants were given at most 10 minutes to identify as many microblogs related to the
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epidemic as they could using an interactive map where microblogs are visualized based on
their posting locations. Users hovered on the visualized dots to trigger a tooltip containing
the post, and clicked on a button to bookmark the post if it contained illness-related content.
Once the users were satisfied with their search for illness-related documents or the 10 minutes
were up, they were directed to a post-experiment survey to collect demographics information
and general feedback on the system. In case our participants experienced technical difficulties
with the system, we provided them with the option to report issues, gracefully exit the session,
and receive compensation.
Data Cleaning
In a pre-processing step, we filtered the collected data to exclude participants who did
not attempt the task or were unable to finish the experiment. Specifically, we eliminated
participants based on four criteria:
1. those who failed the attentions checks in the survey,
2. those who reported technical issues with the interface,
3. those who hovered on less than 10 data points and
4. those who did not meet the age qualification.
For criteria 3, we define a valid hover to be one that lasts at least 500 milliseconds (300
milliseconds for triggering the tooltip, and 200 milliseconds for skimming the text). By
filtering the dataset according to criteria above, we ended up with a total of 123 subjects
(74 in the control group and 49 in the active search group). Upon inspecting the sessions,
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we observed an unexpected pattern in the active search group calling for careful additional
filtering. As Figure 6.3 shows, about 20% of participants in the active search group did not
bookmark any of the recommendations presented to them. Inspecting the sessions manually,
we learned that this phenomena was not due to the quality of recommendations; we speculate
that it may have been due to inattentive subjects, visual design, or lack of understanding
towards the system. In order to further clean our dataset, we decided to eliminate all
participants in the active search group who did not bookmark any of the recommendations.
The final dataset we use in the remainder of this section contains a total of 114 sessions (74
in the control group and 40 in the active search group).
Figure 6.3: Distribution of proportion of bookmarks resulting from the active search sugges-
tions.
Note that the last criteria of eliminating active search group subjects who did not interact
with recommendations did not impact the conclusion of our statistical tests; a detailed
analysis including that group can be found in Appendix B.2.
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Table 6.3: The results of two-sample t-tests on the six metrics outlined in the main text.
95% ci
Metric Control (N = 74) Active Search (N = 40) p-value t-statistic Cohen’s d
Hovers per Minute 16.7± 1.19 14.3± 1.23 0.0112 −2.58 −0.51
Relevant Hovers per Minute 6.7± 0.68 9.2± 1.12 0.0001 4.00 0.79
Hover Purity 0.39± 0.02 0.63± 0.05 < 0.0001 9.70 1.92
Bookmarks per Minute 6.9± 0.77 9.5± 1.41 0.0006 3.52 0.70
Relevant Bookmarks per Minute 5.4± 0.68 8.1± 1.26 0.0001 3.98 0.79
Bookmark Purity 0.77± 0.04 0.82± 0.05 0.2249 1.22 0.24
6.4.2 Impact of ActiveVA on Data Foraging Throughput
We analyze our user study data using two interactions: inspection of microblogs (hovers)
and discovery of relevant posts (bookmarks). These two types of interaction inform us about
the speed and accuracy of data foraging through the six metrics listed in Table 6.3. The
bookmark and hover purity metrics are the proportion of interactions that involved relevant
data points. The bookmarks and hovers per minute metrics inform us about the speed at
which users interact with data points. Finally, the relevant bookmarks and relevant hovers per
minute metrics are the rate at which users interacted with relevant data points, quantifying
both speed and accuracy of interactions.
For each these metrics, we perform a two-sample t-test to determine if the presence of active
search has a statistically significant impact on how users interact with the data. Furthermore,
we evaluate the severity of impact via Cohen’s d metric. As shown in Table 6.3, there is
evidence that the active search group differed from the control group in five of the six metrics
outlined above at the α = 0.05 significance level.
These results indicate that the presence of active search in interactive visualizations is indeed
helpful in information foraging and discovery. The hovers per minute and relevant hovers per
minute metrics suggest that participants with ActiveVA were able to hover on fewer data
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points (per minute), while hovering on more relevant data points (per minute). Moreover,
the significant evidence provided by the hover purity metric suggests that ActiveVA users
hovered on a more relevant subset of data points than the control group. The bookmarks per
minute and relevant bookmarks per minute metrics indicate that ActiveVA participants were
able to make more discoveries (minute). Finally, we do not not have statistically significant
evidence that either group had a higher bookmark purity. This conclusion simply indicates
that both groups completed the task with a similar quality.
Overall, the findings in our user study suggest that ActiveVA assists users to interact with
a more relevant subset of data points and make more discoveries. In a sense, active search
users were able to disregard irrelevant points and be more mindful towards the relevant data
points.
6.4.3 Impact of ActiveVA on Data Coverage
Accounting for the possibility of the greedy active search policy creating an information
bubble and hindering exploration, we examined how the two groups covered the dataset
during their investigation. We compared the distribution of locations explored and the
number of symptoms discovered across both groups. Our findings suggest that the two groups,
in aggregate, behaved similarly in terms of data coverage. Figure 6.4 shows that both groups
display similar patterns in spatial coverage. Furthermore, it shows that in our particular
dataset, the fact that the relevant points are highly clustered favors greedy behavior. Figure
6.5 shows that the number of unique symptoms discovered over time is similar for both
groups.
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of locations investigated. The left panel shows the kernel density
estimation (kde) of relevant points in the full dataset. The top right panel shows the kde of
relevant bookmarks in the active search and control groups. The bottom right panel shows
the ratio of bookmark kde to full data kde. Areas in red are over-investigated relative to
the underlying data distribution, whereas areas in blue are under-investigated.
Figure 6.5: The number of unique symptoms discovered over time for individual participants
(gray) and the mean for each group. We see a similar progression for both groups.
6.4.4 User Attitude Towards Task and System
Next, we investigated the impact of ActiveVA from the user experience perspective. In a
post-experiment survey, we asked subjects in both groups three questions on willingness to
use, ease of use, and ease of task completion. We observe an encouraging and consistent
tendency among ActiveVA users finding the system and task easier and being more willing
to use the interface. Table 6.4 shows the results of a Mann–Whitney U statistical test of
significance on the survey responses: it shows that ActiveVA users find the system easier to
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use and are more willing to use the system frequently than the control group and that this
difference is statistically significant.
Table 6.4: Post experiment survey results and where users commented on the following
statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
95% ci
Survey Question Control (N = 74) Active Search (N = 40) p-value
Willing to use the system frequently 3.20± 0.24 3.58± 0.35 0.0362
The system was easy to use 3.92± 0.22 4.23± 0.27 0.0336
The task was easy to complete 4.00± 0.22 4.13± 0.26 0.2989
Furthermore, we asked the ActiveVA group three questions on their experience with the
recommendations to gauge their level of annoyance, confusion, and trust. Figure 6.6 shows a
summary of the post-experiment survey results on a Likert scale.
6.4.5 Impact of Mistakes on Active Search Queries
Finally, we considered how user mistakes in providing labels can impact the quality of active
search queries. Given that ActiveVA does not have access to the ground truth beyond labels
provided by the user, it is natural that the recommendations will only be as relevant as the
user bookmarks. This is consistent with the “garbage in, garbage out" expression in machine
learning. For our particular user study, Figure 6.7 shows the quality of active search queries
as a function of bookmark purity. As expected, we observe a positive relationship between
the two with most users in the quadrant corresponding to high bookmark purity and high
suggestion purity.
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Figure 6.6: Post-experiment survey results show a slight tendecy in the Active Search group to
find the system more usable and the task easier. The last three questions were only applicable
to the Active Search group, showing that participants did not find recommendations intrusive,
confusing, and untrustworthy.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced ActiveVA, a novel augmentation of interactive visualizations
with active search for accelerated information foraging. We formulated visual data discovery
as an active search problem with human input acting as an oracle, and used simulations to
demonstrate the ability of active search to identify points of interest in a realistic dataset
published by the VAST community. We conducted a crowd-sourced user study to investigate
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Figure 6.7: Proportion of relevant suggestions as a function of proportion of relevant book-
marks. Each dot represents a participant.
the impact of ActiveVA in information foraging. Our empirical results indicate that this
human–computer partnership is indeed effective in accelerating interactive discovery: ActiveVA
users discovered more relevant points while interacting with a smaller number of points.
6.5.1 Human Factors in ActiveVA
Successful incorporation of ActiveVA in real-world applications relies on an effective human–
computer collaboration. It is therefore critical to take into consideration social issues such as
trust and politeness and how they interact with an ActiveVA system.
• Trust: As an integral component of human interaction, trust allows people to make
decisions under uncertainty with the risk of adverse consequences [1]. Consider our
prototype of ActiveVA presented in Section 6.3. As a result of observing initial user
interactions, some dots are highlighted by the active search algorithm as promising
data points. Theoretically, those data points are ones that will maximize the overall
data discovery. This outcome, however, will only be feasible if end users trust in
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highlighted recommendations and interact with them. In a post-experiment survey,
most ActiveVA users indicated they trust visual suggestions made by the system. While
this level of trust is encouraging, factors impacting this trust are unknown. Specifically,
if a nonmyopic policy is employed and it suggests less promising points with hopes of
maximizing the overall utility, will humans still be able to trust system recommendations
and collaborate for better outcomes?
• Intrusiveness: Human input is integral to the success of active search algorithms.
Furthermore, ensuring the introduction of automated means in interactive systems does
not hinder usability is also crucial [34]. For example, Microsoft Clippy is known as
being an intrusive character with short memory. Not only could users not trust Clippy’s
suggestions, they were often disturbed by its frequent and mindless appearances [24, 57].
In a paper on computational politeness, Whitworth [134] argues that perceived politeness
in automated assistants depends on factors such as respecting user choices and feedback.
In our post-experiment survey, most participants indicated that they did not find
active search suggestions to be annoying. However, this study only had one method of
communicating suggestions to the user: modifying the colors of suggested points on the
visual interface. It is unclear how alternative design choices could affect outcomes. For
example, would more intrusive recommendations result in better overall performance?
In line with this question, Wall et al. [129] proposed some design choices for mitigating
user cognitive biases. Through similar design choices, researchers can study how various




In this chapter, we will briefly discuss a collection of assorted ideas: we will begin with
an exploration of two different methods for the batch formulation of experimental design
for Bayesian quadrature. Then we will describe a study comparing two modalities of peer
feedback on project presentations and present some preliminary results.
7.1 Batch Bayesian Quadrature via Determinantal Point
Processes
One of the primary advantages of Bayesian quadrature is sample efficiency: by making use of a
model on the integrand and prior knowledge about the integration task, bq can achieve more
accurate estimates using fewer observations of the integrand, something that is particularly
relevant when integrand observations are difficult or expensive to make.
Working under the premise that the integrand is costly to observe, one natural adaptation is
to leverage parallelism and make multiple observations of the integrand simultaneously. This
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area of inquiry is becoming increasingly relevant as technological advances allow for more
parallelization in a variety of tasks. An important question in this context is “how should the
points in a batch be selected?”
A reasonable choice is the one described in Section 5.3: the integrand entropy minimizing
batch. Formally, given a gp belief on the integrand parametrized by covariance function ΣD
and a batch size q, this policy would observe
X∗ = arg max
X : |X|=q
det ΣD(X,X). (7.1)
The batch defined by Equation (7.1) corresponds to the mode of a q-determinantal point
process (q-dpp), a distribution over point sets of size B that incentivizes diversity within the
batch or coverage of the domain [11, 72, 81]. Intuitively, diversity is a reasonable desideratum
for a batch of observations as making multiple observations close to one another will (likely)
reduce the global variance less than multiple observations far apart from one another.
dpps have been used to develop effective and efficient batch policies in a variety of other
settings including black-box optimization [65] and active learning [10]. In this section, we
will explore dpps as the basis of a batch policy for bq and demonstrate some potential
shortcomings of dpps in this setting.
7.1.1 The Optimal Batch Policy
As mentioned in Sections 3.1 and 5.3, both uncertainty sampling and the dpp batch policy
described above greedily minimize the entropy of the integrand. However, the true target
in quadrature tasks is the entropy of the integral, not the integrand. Uncertainty sampling
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was proposed by Gunter et al. [51] as a tractable approximation as reasoning about the
entropy of the integral can be computationally expensive and numerically unstable. Note
that uncertainty sampling corresponds to observing the mode of a 1-dpp or a dpp over point
sets of size 1. Thus, extending this heuristic to the batch setting via q-dpps seems like a
natural choice.
Unfortunately, doing so may produce suboptimal results by overly relying on an approximation.
Consider, for example, the scenario shown in Figure 7.1: given the initial gp belief depicted
in Figure 7.1(a), the optimal sequential policy (i.e., the policy that selects the point that
minimizes the entropy of the integral) and uncertainty sampling would both select the same
location to observe next. By contrast, the dpp based batch policy significantly diverges from
the true, optimal batch policy, suggesting that there may be limitations to this heuristic in
the batch setting.
To further highlight the difference between the dpp heuristic and the optimal policy, Figure
7.2 shows the objective surfaces each policy optimizes for the toy example depicted in Figure
7.1. For the purposes of visualization, the objective is shown for batches of size two. Figure 7.2
indicates that going from one observation at a time to two has already caused the objectives
to substantially diverge: the dpp based policy would select a different batch than the optimal
batch policy.
Note that in this example, the integrand is being modeled directly as opposed to modeling a














Figure 7.1: A toy example which showcases the issues when extending the sequential heuristic
of uncertainty sampling to the batch setting. (a) A gp posterior fit to three observations of
an integrand, shown in red; the location that would be selected by both uncertainty sampling
and the integral entropy minimizing policy is also depicted. (b) The integrand entropy
minimizing batch of three points, found by computing the mode of a 3-dpp whose kernel is
the posterior covariance of the gp belief depicted in (a). (c) The optimal, integral entropy
minimizing batch of three points.
7.1.2 Empirical Results
We replicated the experiments from Subsection 5.6.2, considering batch sizes of 2, 4 and 8;
we once again adopted the framework presented in Section 3.1 and modeled the log of the
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(a) dpp policy objective
0
1
(b) Optimal policy objective
Figure 7.2: The objective functions optimized by the two different batch policies described
in the main text on the toy example depicted in Figure 7.1; both surfaces are normalized
to [0, 1] for the purposes of comparison. Each axis corresponds to the location of one point
in the batch, hence the symmetry about the diagonal. The horizontal and vertical trenches
in each surface coincide with the existing observations. The location where each objective
obtains it maximum, i.e., the batch of two points each policy would choose to observe next,
is indicated by a black “x”: the two policies agree on one of the points to observe next but
differ on the other. (a) The objective optimized by the 2-dpp batch policy. (b) The objective
optimized by the integral entropy minimizing policy.
integrand, thus introducing adaptivity beyond just the gp hyperparameters. We compared
our dpp based method against random sampling and two methods previously proposed by
Wagstaff et al. [128]: kriging believer (kb) and local penalization (lp). Both methods make
heuristic approximations motivated by the desideratum of diversity: kb sequentially builds
the batch by adding the point that uncertainty sampling would have selected to the current
batch and simulates that observation using the current gp posterior mean, performing a
simplified version of rollout, until the batch size has been reached; effectively, this policy
greedily approximates the q-dpp mode. lp also builds the batch sequentially, again starting
from uncertainty sampling but iteratively adding a penalty to the objective based on the
Lipschitz constant of the function in spherical regions around each previously selected point.
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The complete description of our empirical analysis and the tabulated results can be found in
Appendix B.3.
There are no consistent takeaways from out results, although kb does seem to be the best
and random sampling performs surprisingly well relative to the other tested methods. We
attribute the lackluster performance of the dpp based method to two factors: anecdotally,
we observe that the dpp based batch policy can get stuck in peaks, over-exploiting them
and ending up with wildly inaccurate beliefs about the flat portions of the benchmarks. The
other explanation is model misspecification: in preliminary “in-model” experiments, where
the integrand is drawn from an exponentiated gp or a log-normal process, the gp based
methods consistently and significantly outperformed random sampling for all batch sizes and
dimensionalities.
Much like the toy example presented above, these results in conjunction with the strong
empirical performance of binoculars for bq presented in Subsection 5.6.2 suggest that
naïvely extending a sequential method to the batch setting may be suboptimal and a more
nuanced approach is required.
7.2 Batch Bayesian Quadrature via Expectation Propa-
gation
Thus far, this dissertation has only considered modeling transformations as a means of
approximating constraints. In this section, we will consider an alternative, arguably simpler
method for coercing Gaussian distributions to approximate the kinds of constraints discussed
in Chapter 3: expectation propagation (ep). We will then describe a seemingly promising
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batch acquisition function for bq based on ep and demonstrate its shortcomings using a few
toy examples.
Previous work has explored using ep for regression and black-box optimization of monotonic
functions by (approximately) constraining elements of the gradient to be positive [46, 77, 108].
Partial derivation is also a linear functional so many of the techniques described in these
works are directly applicable to quadrature. However, note that these previously proposed
methods do not directly constrain the function of interest but instead constrain the gradient;
as we will demonstrate, reasoning directly about the integrand (the function of interest in
quadrature settings) with ep can cause idiosyncratic behavior.
7.2.1 Expectation Propagation
Given a non-Gaussian distribution that can be decomposed into a product of some number of
factors, ep approximates each factor as a Gaussian, parametrized by a mean and a variance,
and then iteratively updates one approximation at a time until all parameters have converged.
For the interested reader, Vehtari et al. [127] provide a thorough introduction to ep.
The most straightforward application of ep to bounded bq involves approximating the
posterior belief on the integral, which can be thought of as a truncated Gaussian when
the a priori information of boundedness is taken into account. In an ep framework, this
distribution consists of a single factor and thus, requires only a single update: when the
target distribution only has one factor, ep effectively performs moment matching and sets
the mean and variance of the Gaussian approximation to the mean and variance of the target
distribution.
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The simple ep update outlined above can be adapted such that both the integral and the
integrand are approximately constrained. As noted in Section 2.3, if a gp belief is placed on
the integrand, then the integral’s value and any finite set of integrand values follow a joint
multivariate Gaussian distribution. The information that all of these entities are bounded
can be captured by representing the joint belief as a truncated multivariate Gaussian. This
truncated multivariate Gaussian can be approximated using ep with a factor for each element,
i.e., one factor for the integral and one for each integrand value.
Unfortunately, the more factors that are involved in the approximation, the longer ep takes
to converge. Therefore, in order for this method to be computationally tractable, one must
consider how many integrand values should be constrained and which ones. One possible
solution is the following: first, identify the location that, if corrected perfectly (i.e., if the belief
were a truncated Gaussian), would result in the maximum pointwise reduction in entropy
over the current belief. This can be thought of as a bound-aware version of uncertainty
sampling where instead of completely eliminating the pointwise entropy by observing the
integrand, the entropy is only partially reduced through ep. Then, after identifying this
“worst violator”, we “correct” that location via ep, update the entire gp belief and repeat
until whatever predetermined budget of corrections has been expended.
Formally, given a posterior gp belief on the integrand parametrized by mean function µD














Supposing the integrand is known to be bounded in the range [a, b], the entropy of the





























the subscript T denotes truncation, φ is the standard Gaussian probability distribution
function and Φ is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Thus, the objective












Figure 7.3(b) shows the set of 15 integrand values that would be selected by this procedure
given the initial gp belief shown in Figure 7.3(a). Figure 7.3(e) shows that after approximately
constraining both the integral and these 15 integrand locations to be nonnegative using ep,
the resulting belief on the integral has become over-confident, as indicated by the peakedness
of the posterior distribution. mmalt, the method for nonnegative quadrature using the log
transformation described in Section 3.2, achieves a more accurate point estimate of this





















Figure 7.3: Using ep to approximately constrain both the integral and integrand to be
nonnegative. (a) A gp posterior fit to three observations of an integrand. (b) The 15
integrand values chosen to be approximately constrained according to the method described
in the main text. (c) The posterior belief on the integrand after the integral and the chosen
integrand values are approximately constrained. (d) The posterior belief on the integrand
using the quadrature method described in Section 3.1 with the log transformation. (e) The




Figure 7.4: Two examples where the ep based batch bq policy described in the main text
behaves suboptimally. Note how the policy selects points near the existing observations that
fall close to the known bound while completing ignoring regions of high uncertainty. This
figure shares a legend with Figure 7.3.
7.2.2 Expectation Propagation for Bounded Batch BQ
Closer examination of the selected locations shown in 7.3(b) reveals an interesting trend: they
appear to be roughly evenly distributed and generally correspond to areas of high uncertainty.
Furthermore, they exhibit a slight preference for locations where the belief violates the bound
(note the pair of closely clustered points left of the middle observations) and a slight aversion
to regions where the belief is far from the bound.
This dispersion is reminiscent of the desire for diversity in a batch as discussed in Section
7.1. Thus, the chosen locations appear to be a reasonable choice for a batch of observations.
However, this batch policy behaves poorly when there are observations close to the known
bound; note how in the example shown in Figure 7.3, all observed points are far from 0.
Figure 7.4 depicts batches of size 3 that would be selected using this policy on two examples
with observations near the bound of 0.
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Because the policy described above considers the pointwise reduction in entropy after trun-
cation, points where the belief approaches the known bounds are prioritized by this policy.
This becomes especially problematic when there are observations near the known bounds as
the mean of the posterior belief in those regions will inherently be close to the bounds but
the uncertainty or posterior variance in those regions will be low; points in these regions will
be favored over points with high uncertainty but with posterior means that are far from the
known bounds. As Figure 7.4 illustrates, this leads to clustering of observations, which is
antithetical to the desideratum described in Section 7.1.
Empirically, this ep inspired policy is difficult to evaluate due to numerical stability issues.
However, we did observe that this policy significantly underperformed both the kriging
believer and local penalization policies proposed by Wagstaff et al. [128] on synthetic “in-
model” benchmarks, where the integrands are drawn from a gp.
7.3 Peer Assessment of Project Presentations
This section describes a pedagogical study that examines the differences between peer
assessment on in-class project presentations vs. recorded project presentations in a graduate-
level computer science course.
7.3.1 Background
As massive open online courses (moocs) grow in popularity, instructors can find themselves
unable to keep up with the associated increase in work, especially when it comes to grading
and providing meaningful feedback on assignments. In such courses, peer assessment is
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increasingly being used as a means of scaling these courses to more students. In addition to
the logistical benefits, peer assessment has been shown to improve the learning of both the
assessors and the students being assessed relative to traditional instructor feedback.
Peer assessment is generally used for tasks with some subjective component, such as student
presentations. When implementing a peer assessment system for student presentations, an
interesting question that arises is “should students be required to attend the presentations
they are reviewing in real time?” On the one hand, live attendance allows for students to ask
questions of their peers and interact with the presenters more directly, potentially leading
to more accurate or useful feedback. However, requiring attendance raises equity issues,
particularly but not exclusively in online/hybrid/hyflex learning situations: students may be
participating in the course across different time zones or have scheduling constraints that
prohibit attending some or all presentations live. A viable alternative in these situations is to
have students record their presentations and allow other students to base their assessment off
of the recording.
In this work, we investigate whether or not there are meaningful and significant differences
between in-class peer assessment and recording based peer assessment of student presentations.
Specifically, we will examine differences in the content and quality of these two modalities of
peer assessment (e.g., are students in one group more critical of their peers than students in
the other group), internal consistency of reviews (a relevant metric for peer review systems as
two students giving wildly different reviews for the same presentation could indicate a flaw in
the reviewing system) as well as which kind of feedback students prefer to give and/or receive.
The comparison of these two modalities of peer feedback is of interest to the broader pedagogy
community. If, for instance, it turns out that students have a strong preference between
giving and/or receiving peer feedback in these two ways, then that can affect their willingness
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to participate in or enthusiasm for these tasks and ultimately, how much educational value
each peer feedback modality serves. From a logistical standpoint, if peer feedback is used as
a scaling mechanism for larger courses, i.e., if peer feedback is used to guide or inform grades
on project presentations, then the internal consistency of the peer reviews becomes relevant
as wildly disparate peer reviews can be difficult to aggregate into a grade and may indicate a
flawed peer review system. Thus, it is of value to determine if peer reviews based on live
attendance are more or less internally consistent than peer reviews based on recordings.
7.3.2 Related Work
Peer assessment can broadly be defined as “an arrangement in which individuals consider the
amount, level, value, worth, quality, or success of the products or outcomes of learning of
peers of similar status” [124]. Peer assessment has been studied in a variety of disciplines such
as health [25, 92, 120], second language education [30, 79] and computer science [41, 136],
at all levels of schooling, from elementary school classrooms [141] to high school [110, 125]
although the bulk of the research is centered around higher education. Pedagogically, peer
assessment has been argued to be valuable to student learning, improving their ability to
connect course objectives and assessment criteria to assignments [3] and providing them with
tools and strategies to assess their own work [83]. An important and highly studied aspect
of peer assessment is their consistency and fidelity to teacher or “expert” assessment: again,
numerous studies in a variety of educational settings have found a high correlation between
peer and teacher assessment [35, 111, 121].
Peer assessment of oral presentations has also been studied at length: Figl et al. [37] studied
the differences in student perceptions of different modalities for providing peer feedback on
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oral presentations; they found that students preferred to give feedback online because they felt
that anonymity allowed for greater honesty. Their experimental setup is perhaps most similar
to the one described in this section as all peer feedback will be done online and anonymously;
however, their experimental setup only examined in-class feedback as all students watched
the presentations in-person and in real time. De Grez et al. [27] studied peer assessment
of oral presentations by college freshmen in a business administration course and found a
positive relationship between peer and teacher assessment; they also found that students
generally had a positive attitude towards peer assessment and that student gender did not
have a significant impact on these effects. In a related study, De Grez et al. [26] focused
on the relationship between peer assessment of oral presentations and students’ personal
characteristics: they found that engineering student with higher self-reported feelings of
self-efficacy received better peer feedback and tended to give more extreme assessments of
their peers’ presentations. Murillo-Zamorano and Montanero [89] found that economics and
business students’ presentations improved more from peer feedback than teacher feedback in
a pre-test vs. post-test setup (although further follow-up showed no difference between the
two groups). To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has directly compared in-class
and recording based peer assessment of oral presentations.
7.3.3 Protocol
Participants will be all willing students enrolled in Washington University in St. Louis’ course
E81.CSE.515T Bayesian Methods in Machine Learning (CSE 515T) during the spring semester
of 2021. CSE 515T is a graduate-level computer science course and was offered fully remotely
during the semester in question, with class sessions occurring online via Zoom. Students were
recruited through an in-class announcement and a corresponding announcement delivered
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through Canvas, the course learning management software. There were two populations of
participants: a group of students who gave project presentations and a group of students
who did not; students self-selected into one group or the other.
All students in both groups:
• provided feedback on some number of their peers’ project presentations during a live,
online class session where they watched the presentation in real time and
• provided feedback on some number of their peers’ project presentations after watching
a recording of the presentation.
All students who gave a project presentation received both kinds of feedback.
The study was conducted as follows:
1. Students selected one of two project options: the first option entailed a project presen-
tation while the second option did not.
2. All students who selected the first project option self-selected a date to present their
projects (subject to capacity limitations), either a Monday or Wednesday when the class
was scheduled to meet. All students who selected the second project option self-selected
a presentation date to attend as well.
3. On each day of presentations, students received a Qualtrics survey as a way of providing
feedback on their peers’ presentations (see Appendix C for the full text of this survey).
Each student completed one survey for all students presenting on that date; presenters
of course did not complete a survey for their own presentations.
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4. During the class session, all student presentations were recorded. After the class session,
the recording was uploaded to Canvas.
5. All students who attended a Monday presentation session watched the recording of
the following Wednesday session and provided feedback on those presentations using
the same feedback form that was given to the in-class cohort. Likewise, all students
who attended a Wednesday presentation session watched the recording of the previous
Monday session and provided feedback on those presentations. 5% of students’ final
grades was based on completion of their peer reviews. The peer reviews were
not used to compute the presenters’ presentation grades; completion of the
reviews was used as a measure of class participation. This course credit was not tied
to participation in the study: students were expected to complete their peer reviews
regardless of whether or not they consented to participate in the study.
6. Once all reviews of a student’s presentation were completed, the feedback they received
was distributed to them via email. The feedback was anonymous: the presentation
feedback survey asked for the reviewer’s name only for the purposes of assigning course
credit to the reviewer.
7. Finally, all students completed a second Qualtrics survey asking them about their
preferences between giving and receiving in-class feedback and recording based feedback
(see Appendix C for the full text of this survey). At this point, students had the option
to consent to having their data be used as a part of this study. Regardless of whether
or not they consented, all students who completed this post-feedback survey received a
partial letter grade boost to their final grade. This survey was distributed and collected
by a member of the research team who was unaffiliated with the course.
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7.3.4 Preliminary Results
The initial findings are summarized below. The primary takeaway is that in courses like the
one described above, instructors should lean towards allowing students to provide recording
based feedback: when peer feedback is not used to assign grades, internal consistency is
less of a concern and the rest of the findings taken together, along with the equity issues
associated with mandating in-class attendance, slightly favor the recording based feedback
modality. Of course, this is only based on preliminary results and a deeper analysis of the
data is necessary before we can provide any firm guidance.
• In-class feedback was slightly more internally consistent than recording based feedback;
the variance of the quantitative scores provided by the in-class cohort was lower than
the recording based cohort.
• Students found it statistically significantly easier to give recording based feedback than
in-class feedback at the 5% significance level, according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
run on the Likert scale responses.
• More students preferred to give recording based feedback vs. in-class feedback.
– Students who preferred to give recording based feedback overwhelming pointed
towards the ability to pause/rewind/replay recordings.
– A subset of students who preferred to give recording based feedback indicated that
the opportunity to search/reference external material during the presentation was
helpful.
– Students who preferred to give in-class feedback remarked on their increased
focus/concentration as well as engagement and the opportunity to ask questions.
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• Students receiving feedback found in-class feedback slightly more accurate and useful;
these results are not statistically significant at the 5% significance level according to
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
• However, there was no preference for receiving either recording based or in-class feedback:
– Students who preferred to receive recording based feedback felt that those feedbacks
were more detailed and more time was spent on them.
– Students who preferred to receive in-class feedback felt that their reviewers were
more focused and benefited from engagement.
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Chapter 8
Discussion and Future Directions
Many problems that arise in engineering and the natural sciences can be framed as sequential
experimental design, where an agent iteratively selects locations to observe a function of
interest until some termination criterion is met at which point they receive a reward based on
the data they observed. Examples explored in this dissertation include Bayesian quadrature,
the principle focus of this work where the goal is to estimate an intractable integral, Bayesian
optimization, where the goal is to find the global maximum of the function, and active search,
where the goal is to identify members of a relevant class.
We began with a general framework for inference about linear functionals of constrained
functions. Functions that are naturally bounded to an interval abound, e.g., likelihoods
which are necessarily nonnegative or error rates that must be between 0 and 1. Our
framework operates by modeling a transformation of the function such that the inverse
of the transformation respects the known bounds; moment matching the resulting belief
approximately incorporates the boundedness information while still allowing us to express
our belief about the quantity of interest (the linear functional) in closed form. The use
of a transformation raises the question of how to handle the model hyperparameters: we
chose to fit the model hyperparameters to observations of the real function as opposed to
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the transformed data. Empirically, we observe that doing so dramatically improves the
performance of our framework and allows it to outperform alternative quadrature methods
on synthetic and real-world benchmarks, both in terms of accuracy and speed of convergence.
An interesting line of inquiry related to this work is augmenting our framework to be able to
incorporate the observation of not just function values but other linear functionals of the
target function, specifically directional derivatives and Hessian-vector products. Previous
work has found that including observations of an integrand’s gradient and/or Hessian in
Bayesian quadrature can significantly improve it’s performance [104, 137]. However, such ob-
servations can be costly to incorporate, especially for high-dimensional integrands; effectively,
they equate to d or d2 additional observations for a d-dimensional integrand. Directional
derivatives and Hessian-vector products are computationally tractable alternatives which
capture similar information as the gradient and the Hessian respectively. They also present an
interesting design choice: which direction should these quantities be computed with respect
to? Some potential choices include randomly chosen directions or the direction of maximal
ascent/descent.
Next, we considered a prominent use case of Bayesian quadrature: model selection. Posing
the problem as a sequential experimental design task where we must select which candidate
model’s likelihood to observe as well as the location, we developed an acquisition function
that automatically determines both by greedily maximizing the mutual information between
the observation and the vector of posterior model probabilities. Again, we demonstrate
empirically that this acquisition function, by taking into account information about the
inference task, outperforms task-agnostic Bayesian quadrature and Monte Carlo based model
selection methods at efficiently estimating model posteriors.
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There are a couple aspects of this acquisition function that could be explored in future work:
first, in certain settings our assumption that the model evidences are independent does not
accurately reflect the a priori knowledge, e.g., in model selection tasks with nested model
parameters, one should expect model evidences to be at least slightly correlated. These types
of relationships could be captured by a multi-task gp [21, 142] where the covariance between
model likelihoods is learned alongside individual model likelihoods simultaneously. Second,
while it is sometimes the case that model posteriors are the ultimate quantity of interest,
often they are themselves an intermediate quantity, e.g., in Bayesian model averaging, the
model posteriors are used to weight the individual model predictions into an aggregated
prediction. In such settings, we could consider adapting our acquisition function to target
the entropy of the true quantity of interest, i.e., the aggregated prediction, as opposed to the
model posteriors.
Imposing a budget on the number of observations, as we did in the empirical evaluation of
our acquisition function for model selection, naturally raises questions of how to intelligently
allocate said budget. Many commonly-used policies, including our bespoke acquisition function
for model selection, are myopic, greedily maximizing some objective with no consideration
for subsequent observations. On the other hand, policies that attempt to lookahead and take
into account how the current observation will impact future decisions are computationally
intractable. Inspired by this, we developed binoculars, an efficient nonmyopic method
for general sequential experimental design tasks. The main idea behind binoculars is
simple yet effective: in each iteration, we first compute an optimal batch of experiments and
then select an experiment from this optimal batch to observe. We showed that this policy
implicitly optimizes a lower bound of the true but intractable expected utility and that this
lower bound is always at least as tight as the lower bound implicitly optimized by the greedy,
myopic policy. This theoretical result is confirmed by our empirical findings: binoculars
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dramatically outperforms myopic alternatives while running orders of magnitude faster than
previously proposed nonmyopic policies.
In terms of future work, it would be useful to derive guidelines for choosing the lookahead
horizon for binoculars: as we noted, in theory the remaining budget is always the optimal
amount to lookahead but because the model is imperfect, looking ahead less can deliver
better results in practice while being much more computationally efficient. As opposed to
using a fixed value as we did in our experiments, it could be interesting to explore using a
(potentially variable) fraction of the remaining budget or basing the lookahead horizon off
of a computational budget. Another open question is how to pick a point from the batch:
while we did consider a few options in our empirical evaluation, our findings are limited to
the benchmarks we considered and it would be helpful to establish a more general strategy.
Lastly, there is the question of whether we can provide explicit bounds on the adaptivity gap
for these kinds of sequential experimental design tasks, similar to the work done by Jiang
et al. [61] for active search.
Speaking of which, our next contribution centered around active search, specifically as
applied to the problem of data foraging. Data foraging, the exploration of a large dataset
for relevant or informative data points, can be a costly and slow process due to the large
number of uninformative data points, making it the perfect use case for active search. We
designed and implemented ActiveVA, an interactive visualization, where human users search
a visualization of the data and identify relevant data points, acting as an oracle for the
active search algorithm, which in turn provides suggestions to the human user through visual
elements of the interface. We conducted a crowd-sourced user study with the vast dataset,
which simulates a scenario where an epidemic breaks out in a fictitious city and users must
search through microblogs to identify symptoms of the epidemic. The results showed that
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ActiveVA users discover more relevant data points, interact with fewer irrelevant data points
and maintained a more positive attitude towards the task.
One major factor in the ActiveVA collaboration is the means through which humans provide
labels to the computer. In our prototype, users had to intentionally click on a button to
provide labels to the algorithm. Although this mechanism of providing labels worked well in
our prototype without overwhelming the user, other possibilities merit further investigation.
In particular, a future iteration of ActiveVA could utilize different kinds of passive interactions
in a multi-fidelity paradigm [91], e.g., hovers might be viewed as a low-fidelity signal while
more intentional interactions such as clicks and bookmarks might be considered higher-fidelity.
Finally, we explored two methods for batch Bayesian quadrature, a variant of the sequential
setting where sets of observations are made simultaneously, as well as a pedagogical research
project related to the candidate’s interest in teaching. The first batch method is based on
the connection between determinantal point processes and Gaussian processes, which we
initially detailed in our realization of binoculars for Bayesian quadrature. The second
batch method is motivated by the observation that iteratively constraining a Gaussian process
belief to (approximately) respect natural bounds on a function via expectation propagation
results in a promising set of points for a batch of observations. Unfortunately, both methods
empirically fell short, underperforming previously proposed methods; we considered a few
explanations for this somewhat counter-intuitive result but a deeper exploration is merited.
Lastly, we presented some initial results from a study comparing in-class peer feedback of
project presentations to recording-based peer feedback. Our preliminary findings indicate
that students preferred to give feedback based off recordings but in-class feedback was slightly
more internally consistent.
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Of course, further analysis needs to be done on the pedagogical data: the results presented
in this document are aggregated across all presentations. As all presentations received both
kinds of feedback and all reviewers provided both kinds of feedback, a presenter-by-presenter
and reviewer-by-reviewer breakdown of the data would provide additional insight. Another
relevant extension of this work is to peer grading, where student reviews form the basis for
assigned grades: it is unclear how the findings of this study would be affected if there were




This appendix provides the derivation of the first and second raw moments for the log and
probit transforms, as shown in Table 3.1, and the relevant partial derivatives, which are
required to use gradient based methods to optimize the gp hyperparameters in f -space as
described in Subsection 3.1.2.
A.1 Log Transform Moments
Let y = {y1, . . . , yn} be a multivariate Gaussian random variable with mean vector µ and
covariance matrix Σ and let x = exp(y). Then x follows a multivariate log-normal distribution








E[x2i ] = exp (2µi + 2Σii) (A.2)
E[xixj] = exp
(
µi + µj +
1
2
(Σii + Σjj) + Σij
)
, (A.3)
where xi is the ith element of the vector x, µi is the mean of the ith element of yi and Σij is
the covariance between yi and yj . The derivation of these moments is omitted as they are well
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established in the literature and not very interesting (they follow from a simple substitution
and then completing the square within the exponent).
In order to fit hyperparameters in f -space as described in the main text, we maximize
the likelihood of some observed training dataset (or equivalently, minimize the negative
log-likelihood) w.r.t. the hyperparameters of the gp prior on the g-space belief. Making use
of Equation (5.8) from Rasmussen and Williams [106], it follows that the relevant quantities
are ∂E[xi]/∂θ and ∂E[xixj ]/∂θ where θ is some hyperparameter of either the mean or covariance
function of the gp prior. Because the partial derivatives ∂µ/∂θ and ∂Σ/∂θ depend on the
choice of mean and covariance function, we instead present the partial derivatives of the
moments w.r.t. the means and covariances/variances. These partial derivatives can be used
in conjuction with ∂µ/∂θ and ∂Σ/∂θ to compute the gradient of the negative log-likelihood w.r.t.
the g-space gp hyperparamters via the chain rule.
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A.2 Probit Transform Moments
To derive the first raw moment associated with the probit transform, we take an approach
similar to the one found in Section 3.9 of Rasmussen and Williams [106]: let y = {y1, . . . , yn}
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be a multivariate Gaussian random variable with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ
























We make the following substitutions: a = w− µi and b = z − a. Plugging these substitutions
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thus revealing the integrand of Equation (A.12) to be (proportional to) a bivariate Gaussian
pdf. The innermost integral of Equation (A.12) is therefore equivalent to marginalizing out
one of the variables in this bivariate distribution, up to a normalizing constant which can be



















To derive the second raw moments associated with the probit transform, we begin with an
approach similar to the one above. We start with the product moment E[xixj ]; for notational
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dz2 dz1 dw2 dw1. (A.15)
Next, we make the following substitutions: a1 = w1 − µi, a2 = w2 − µj, b1 = z1 − a1 and
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da2 da1 db2 db1. (A.16)
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where I2 is the 2-by-2 identity matrix. In this form, we can recognize the integrand of
Equation (A.16) to be proportional to a multivariate Gaussian pdf. Pulling constants from





































da2 da1 db2 db1.
(A.18)
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Thus, the two innermost integrals correspond to marginalizing out the variable a1 and a2
































Using the same derivation as detailed above, we can show that
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which follow from the fundamental theorm of calculus and the chain rule. The derivative of
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where the last line can be arrived at by pulling the term φ (µi/√1+Σii) out of the integral
and then completing the square. Following a similar derivation, the partial derivative of the
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The second term can be decomposed into a weighted sum of the second raw moments of a
truncated bivariate Gaussian. These moments can be expressed in terms of the univariate
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We can therefore substitute Equations (A.26), (A.33) and (A.34) into (A.25) to come up
with a closed form for this partial derivative. Lastly, the partial derivatives of the second raw
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moments w.r.t. Σii are
∂E[xixj]
∂Σii
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We can again substitute Equations (A.26), (A.33) and (A.34) into Equations (A.35) and




B.1 Additional Results for binoculars
In Subsection 5.6.1, we presented binoculars for bo results on nine synthetic functions.
These nine functions are selected from the 31 functions shown in Table B.1; specifically, we
only consider those functions where ei achieves a gap of less than 0.9. By identifying this set
of “hard” functions, we are able to consistently see the advantage of nonmyopic bo methods.
In Table B.1, we can see all variants of our method perform better than ei on average, but
other interesting patterns are weak, possibly because they are averaged out by the “easy”
functions.
Table B.2 shows the average results of 50 repeats of ei and both “sampling” and “best”
variants of q.ei on the real world functions. In contrast to the results on synthetic functions,
we do not see “sampling” being consistently better than “best” or the other way around.
B.2 Additional Results for ActiveVA
As noted in Subsection 6.4.1, some ActiveVA participants who did not interact with system
suggestions. The tables below are recreations of the tables in Subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.4,
expanded to include these participants.
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Table B.1: Average gap of 30 repeats on all 31 synthetic functions.
EI 2.EI.b 2.EI.s 3.EI.b 3.EI.s 4.EI.b 4.EI.s 5.EI.b 5.EI.s 10.EI.b 10.EI.s
branin 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999
rosenbrock2 0.989 0.978 0.985 0.990 0.981 0.971 0.979 0.969 0.996 0.981 0.973
rosenbrock4 0.989 0.989 0.988 0.990 0.990 0.991 0.990 0.992 0.988 0.991 0.989
rosenbrock6 0.989 0.989 0.990 0.992 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.991 0.990 0.991 0.985
hartmann3 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000
hartmann6 0.957 0.966 0.964 0.970 0.965 0.974 0.970 0.976 0.974 0.978 0.971
eggholder 0.605 0.606 0.589 0.603 0.612 0.649 0.638 0.554 0.620 0.600 0.651
dropwave 0.455 0.489 0.524 0.475 0.599 0.538 0.550 0.435 0.613 0.448 0.651
beale 0.920 0.903 0.910 0.935 0.915 0.927 0.874 0.901 0.902 0.912 0.900
shubert 0.323 0.299 0.440 0.387 0.551 0.382 0.500 0.464 0.371 0.285 0.458
sixhumpcamel6 0.996 0.994 0.992 0.994 0.991 0.997 0.990 0.995 0.988 0.990 0.992
holder 0.936 0.873 0.913 0.941 0.930 0.965 0.949 0.950 0.948 0.883 0.936
threehumpcamel 0.988 0.981 0.978 0.970 0.978 0.981 0.949 0.975 0.931 0.971 0.930
rastrigin2 0.917 0.903 0.882 0.884 0.891 0.899 0.884 0.877 0.910 0.847 0.836
rastrigin4 0.806 0.759 0.773 0.830 0.838 0.834 0.815 0.769 0.800 0.766 0.775
ackley2 0.850 0.772 0.838 0.802 0.918 0.832 0.869 0.774 0.783 0.811 0.896
ackley5 0.528 0.557 0.555 0.579 0.562 0.602 0.594 0.604 0.620 0.671 0.621
levy2 0.925 0.949 0.927 0.933 0.915 0.960 0.961 0.958 0.913 0.963 0.929
levy3 0.960 0.948 0.962 0.954 0.962 0.951 0.961 0.960 0.968 0.969 0.951
levy4 0.968 0.959 0.970 0.970 0.974 0.962 0.950 0.976 0.976 0.970 0.972
griewank2 0.960 0.963 0.952 0.958 0.966 0.954 0.955 0.962 0.958 0.961 0.960
griewank5 0.981 0.984 0.983 0.985 0.984 0.985 0.983 0.986 0.984 0.985 0.983
stybtang2 0.999 0.970 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.992 1.000 0.999
stybtang4 0.937 0.911 0.897 0.916 0.884 0.915 0.901 0.900 0.908 0.893 0.883
powell4 0.976 0.965 0.973 0.975 0.972 0.977 0.965 0.978 0.971 0.966 0.957
dixonprice2 0.988 0.985 0.990 0.989 0.963 0.967 0.953 0.959 0.945 0.982 0.953
dixonprice4 0.987 0.986 0.985 0.958 0.981 0.982 0.986 0.982 0.985 0.987 0.971
bukin 0.822 0.864 0.865 0.844 0.860 0.851 0.861 0.852 0.850 0.885 0.826
shekel5 0.273 0.383 0.400 0.414 0.413 0.402 0.405 0.425 0.366 0.401 0.439
shekel7 0.280 0.414 0.330 0.397 0.341 0.380 0.369 0.378 0.406 0.445 0.387
michal2 0.990 0.999 0.983 0.977 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.967 0.984 1.000 0.961
Average 0.842 0.844 0.850 0.853 0.861 0.859 0.856 0.850 0.853 0.851 0.858
Table B.2: Average gap of 50 repeats on real functions for all q.ei variants.
EI 2.EI.b 2.EI.s 3.EI.b 3.EI.s 4.EI.b 4.EI.s 6.EI.b 6.EI.s 8.EI.b 8.EI.s
svm 0.738 0.926 0.913 0.930 0.940 0.914 0.911 0.892 0.937 0.929 0.834
lda 0.956 1.000 1.000 0.998 0.996 0.996 0.993 0.999 0.982 0.995 0.995
LogReg 0.963 1.000 0.998 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000
NN Boston 0.470 0.491 0.467 0.490 0.478 0.495 0.460 0.460 0.502 0.455 0.467
NN Cancer 0.665 0.652 0.627 0.625 0.654 0.640 0.686 0.625 0.700 0.609 0.686
Robot3d 0.928 0.959 0.960 0.944 0.962 0.956 0.957 0.960 0.962 0.967 0.961
Robot4d 0.730 0.725 0.726 0.720 0.695 0.764 0.695 0.760 0.736 0.732 0.697
Average 0.779 0.821 0.813 0.815 0.818 0.823 0.815 0.813 0.831 0.812 0.806
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Table B.3: The results of 2-sample t-tests on the six metrics outlined in Subsection 6.4.2.
95% ci
Metric Control (N = 74) Active Search (N = 49) p-value t-statistic Cohen’s d
Hovers per Minute 16.7± 1.19 14.6± 1.18 0.0163 −2.44 −0.45
Relevant Hovers per Minute 6.7± 0.68 8.7± 1.03 0.0007 3.47 0.64
Hover Purity 0.39± 0.02 0.59± 0.05 < 0.0001 7.99 1.49
Bookmarks per Minute 6.9± 0.77 9.1± 1.23 0.0021 3.14 0.58
Relevant Bookmarks per Minute 5.4± 0.68 7.6± 1.12 0.0007 3.48 0.65
Bookmark Purity 0.77± 0.04 0.81± 0.05 0.3311 0.98 0.18
Table B.4: Post experiment survey results and where users commented on the following
statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
95% ci
Survey Question Control (N = 74) Active Search (N = 49) p-value
Willing to use the system frequently 3.20± 0.24 3.47± 0.31 0.0907
The system was easy to use 3.92± 0.22 4.14± 0.24 0.0877
The task was easy to complete 4.00± 0.22 4.10± 0.25 0.3543
B.3 Proof-of-Concept Results for Batch bq
We evaluated the dpp based batch policy described in Section 7.1 using the same benchmarks
as in Subsection 5.6.2 with batch sizes of 2, 4 and 8. We compared against random sampling
(rand), kriging believer (kb) and local penalization (lp). We adopted the framework
presented in Section 3.1 and modelled the log of the integrand. All results are aggregated over
100 repeats with different random initializations; each repeat starts with 2d randomly sampled
observations and 20d further iterations are made, where d is the function’s dimensionality. For
the results in Table B.5, the best method is indicated in bold and the entries not significantly
worse than the best (under a one-sided paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with α = 0.05) are
in blue italics.
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Table B.5: Median fractional error over 100 repeats on all bq benchmarks.
Batch Size 2 Batch Size 4 Batch Size 8
Rand DPP KB LP Rand DPP KB LP Rand DPP KB LP
cont 0.107 0.074 0.067 0.102 0.099 0.085 0.070 0.143 0.108 0.100 0.077 0.257
corner 1.016 0.498 0.475 0.540 1.059 0.659 0.562 0.488 1.038 0.726 0.701 1.198
discont 0.691 0.635 0.578 0.608 0.706 0.780 0.856 0.982 0.737 0.999 0.938 1.119
Gauss 0.102 0.012 0.012 0.018 0.087 0.062 0.059 0.066 0.121 0.129 0.120 0.474
mm 0.289 0.351 0.291 0.310 0.460 0.388 0.396 0.345 0.916 0.552 0.586 0.653
prod 0.035 0.014 0.012 0.017 0.041 0.015 0.012 0.051 0.065 0.016 0.013 0.297
gp 0.304 0.202 0.136 0.184 0.310 0.242 0.196 0.314 0.436 0.412 0.244 0.801




This appendix consists of the two surveys distributed to students as a part of the pedagogical
study detailed in Section 7.3.
C.1 Peer Feedback Survey
Your name:
Speaker’s name:
Describe the project in your own words using 1-2 sentences:
What is the key takeaway of this presentation?
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Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor
Novelty / Creativity of Methods © © © © ©
Delivery (e.g., speaker clarity, en-
gagement, handling of questions if
applicable.)
© © © © ©
Presentation Materials (e.g., fig-
ures, slides, etc.)
© © © © ©
How would you rate the following aspects of this presentation?
What is one aspect of this presentation that you particularly enjoyed?




1. The purpose of this survey is to gather data for a research study investigating the
differences between peer review of project presentations when the reviewers watch the
presentations live versus when the reviewers watch a recording of the presentation.
This survey will ask you for your name: this is only for the purposes of awarding extra
credit for CSE 515T; your personal information, including any information related to
your course grade for CSE 515T, will not be used in the study.
If you have any questions regarding this study and how your data will be used, please
contact Rick Moore of the Center for Teaching and Learning at rick.moore@wustl.edu
or (314)-935-9171.
Do you consent to have your responses to this survey used for research
purposes? You will receive extra credit for completing this survey regardless of your





4. What is your primary school affiliation?
© Arts & Sciences
© Brown School
© McKelvey School of Engineering
© Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts
© School of Law
© School of Medicine
© Olin Business School
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© Other





6. How many semesters of your degree program have you completed?
If you are in a sequential degree program (e.g., a combined Master’s-Bachelor’s program),












© 11 or more
7. How easy or difficult was it to complete your feedback for each kind of presentation?
8. Did you verbally engage with any speakers during their in-class presentations (e.g.,
asking them a question or answering a question they posed)?
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Very Slightly Slightly Very
Easy Easy Easy Neutral Difficult Difficult Difficult
In-class, live pre-
sentations
© © © © © © ©
Online, recorded
presentations
© © © © © © ©
© Yes
© No
(The following question only appears if a student answered “Yes” to the previous
question.)
9 How much did your verbal engagement with the speakers affect your in-class
feedback?
A great deal A lot A moderate amount A little None at all
© © © © ©
10 Did you prefer giving feedback on in-class presentations or giving feedback on
recorded presentations?
Strongly prefer Slightly prefer Slightly prefer Strongly prefer
in-class Prefer in-class in-class No preference recorded Prefer recorded recorded
© © © © © © ©
11 Why did you select [[Insert selected option]] in the previous question?




(The following questions only appear if a student answered “Yes” to the previous
question.)
13 How accurate or inaccurate did you find each kind of peer feedback that you
received?
Completely Mostly Somewhat Somewhat Mostly Completely












© © © © © © ©
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14 How useful did you find each kind of peer feedback that you received?
Very Slightly Slightly Very












© © © © © © ©
15 Did you prefer giving feedback on in-class presentations or giving feedback
on recorded presentations?
Strongly prefer Slightly prefer Slightly prefer Strongly prefer
in-class Prefer in-class in-class No preference recording Prefer recording recording
© © © © © © ©
16 Why did you select [[Insert selected option]] in the previous question?
17 What other comment about the feedback process do you have?
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